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Introduction
the purpose of this thesis was to trace the steps 
by which the study and the teaching of history haw de~ 
veloped in the College of William and Mary* As a baek** 
ground or setting: for - this problem^ outstanding facts 
pertaining to the founding and the traditions of three 
representative colonial colleges ** Harvard* Yale,* and 
- William and Mary - have- been narrated# Comparisons have 
been drawn concerning the slow liberalisation of the 
curricula and the correspondingly slow development of 
history as a subject' of' instruction*": the chief eon** 
eern* however* has been to emphasise particular incl* 
dents and facts relating to the introduction and the 
growth of the study of history in the College of Wil** 
liam and Muryj and to stress the contributions of those 
men who made this , growth possible*
fago £*
Chapter t*
of the
Th© thread of study of tho colonial colleges |>n 
America leads one ultimately to European backgrounds and 
traditions* ©ae founding of every oolonlai American in­
stitution of higher % earning was due to the untiring ef­
forts and seal of leading m b  of the coloniose Those 
men, however, owed thoir training* tholr ideals, and 
tooir to^toatione directly or todireotly to European 
aollogea or universities to which they had spent the for­
mative years of their lives. Education to then meant 
European methods, culture, and tradition* Outstanding 
to their influence m  toe lives of American leaders end 
so to curriculum and standards of the early Araor&ean 
educational system wore the Oniversltiee of Glasgow, Ed­
inburgh, Oxford, and Oenteidge at which s# rasny of tod 
early oolonial leasers had studied and graduated* Those 
universities had their background and based thoir train­
ing to movements of the past* They had been Influenced 
deeply by the Renaissance as well as by the aaolooiaatioal 
dovelopnicnto of the Middle Ages* As a result, the ourrio- 
ulum is oaoh dwelt specifically upon classical humanism
and m  theological teaming# It Is only natural* than* 
that colonial American loaders* themselves for the moat' 
part clergymen* should h&Ye built the curriculum of ©very 
colonial college- around the European ideal of theological 
and classical teaming# So deeply implanted was this 
ideal that not only did the early colleges adopt the Euro** 
pcan curriculum hut they displayed* or tried to manifest* 
the same spirit ©van under the difficulties of new con­
ditions in a new cotmtry* " indeed* It was long after the 
Revolutionary period before the colleges* Harvard and 
Yale* used in this thesis by way of comparison and con­
trast with William and lory* made any material change in 
a curriculum ’ based on philosophy* * theology* and the hu­
manities*
For a century after the founding of Harvard* Wil­
liam and Mary* and Yale* the only three Institutions of
higher learning at the beginning of the eighteenth con-'
1tury# such records as eklst show an utter absence of 
anything that might denote the study of Mat cry as one 
thinks of It today* Half a century elapsed after Prince­
ton end Columbia were established before history was so 
named in the curricula# although these schools were sup­
posedly organised on a broader and more liberal, scale 
than their predecessors* While names of history courses
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and titles of history "text books were conspicuous by. 
their absence* it mast hot be. assumed that historical, 
thought was Ignored# fhe ,Hebrew language# no doubt* was 
clarified by the teaching of Jewish antiquities and Bo-, 
man antiquities' served jm a vehicle for the teaching of 
the classical, studies#, Creek and ftatln*^  Occasionally*, 
too# in the early records one finds what might be termed 
the germ of history in various subjects mentioned# such 
as f,BIstoria ei villawhich was government rather than 
history and in geography and the study of globes* which 
were introduced with the advent of mathematics into the 
curriculum of the college* ,Chronology is mentioned from 
time to time and comes closest# perhaps* to the present 
day idea.of history* In each instance# however* the po­
sition held was so subordinate to and dependent on other 
subjects that little significance can be attached to It* 
Changes In the whole political* social* and economic fab­
ric of the thirteen colonies were to occur and ideas born 
of new e&perleaoes were to mature before history as a 
subject was accepted as worthy of a place in the curricu­
lum# fhe colonial colleges were making history# some of 
the colonial college professor© wore 'writing history# but 
to teach history a© such apparently had occurred to no
2$ H* B* Mams* History in American Colleges and Bhiver- 
©Ities* p* 11----^  "—  ---1------------- ------
3# Ibid* p* 14
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©xi©« A brief sketch ^ of (the. organisation and purpose of 
several of the colonial colleges will throw light to some 
extent* at least* on the reasons for the typos of ©curses 
given.and the lack of certain more liberal types as the
historical studies would he classed*
/
Harvard* the earliest college planted in America* 
may he said to he descended from Emanuel College* the 
youngest of the colleges 'of Cambridge * Emmanuel was 
founded in 1584 and almost from its beginning was the
4  * '■
home of Puritanism# From Cambridge University came 
about seventy® of the leading man of Hew England ~  soma 
of them the founder© of the collage* John Harvard* whose 
gift made the college possible* was a Master of Arts of 
Emmanuel* according to Cotton latheri
nA general Court held at Boston* Sep* 
bomber 8* 1650 advanced a small. sum* namely 
four hundred pounds* by way of essay to­
wards the building of something to begin a 
College ****** but that which laid the 
most significant stone in the foundation 
was the last will of Mrr yohn Harvard #**« 
who ****** bequeathed .the sum of £779* 17s/ 
2p toward the pious work of building a 
oollodge* which was now set on foot*1,6
4* Br* y* Bewlttj, ihe 
America* p*. 517
Itife to
Franklin 
Brlttanlca
11# p. 83©
Editor of
6# Extract from Ct Mather * s Magnalia* Old South leaflets
Ho* XXX$ p* IS ‘
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fhe spirit of the 'founders and their motive or 
purpose can'beat be stated in their own words#
^After God had carried us safe to Hew 
England* and we had builded out houses* 
provided necessaries for our Xivlihood* 
reared e onvauient place ©/ ’for God * s wor* 
ship and settled the civil government%
.One of the next things we longed for and 
looked after was to advance learning and 
perpetuate it to posterity# dreading to 
leave an illiterate ministry to the 
churches when our present ministers shall 
lie in the dust***^
Harvard* then* was the first theological seminary 
in the colonies*®' 'one .erected for the purpose of train* 
ing Puritan minister© for a Puritan colony* Ho ourriou* 
lum of study seems to have been recorded fully nor any 
course of instruction described until 1820s so we are in*
s
debted to the author of a tract published first in 1643® 
for the earliest account of the course of study at Ear* 
vard* Since this tract uses the term -whistory% some do* 
tails will be given from the plan as a whole*
fhe course of study was for three years*, the at* 
tentlon of each class being given to only one or two sub* 
jests each day* fwo days a week were given to philosophy
7* Encyclopedia Brittantoa* fol* 11* p* 336
6 *  W*. R# fhayer* bniyws.itj.es ’and %helr sons* p*. 143
reprint in Old south leaf**
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general class work in the morning with philosophical 
disputation in the afternoon* 'One day was given to Greek 
and another for the Eastern tongues* on Friday all 
classes had rhetoric including composition and declaim* 
bion* Saturday seems to have been selected for what 
could not he crammed into the other days# For five days 
a week at least six hows seems So have been devoted to 
the on© or two subjects^ for each day*i$ But on Saturday
• i ,
morning at eight. o* clock* 'all student a were taught “Di­
vinity Catechetical!*** At nine the subject was “Common 
Places*1 which were common topic a of scholastic discus* 
sion and digests of doctrine* argument* or opinion*^
At one o*clock* or Just after the noon meal* these stu­
dents were taught history in the winter and the nature 
of plants in summer*1^ fhis history was evidently not 
history as we know it* and that it was looked upon as 
subordinate is certain, from the fact that it was taught 
only one ho ur a'week and for only one-half of the year*
In 1726' geography was taught in the third year *. 
Because that subject was later combined with history* it 
is mentioned here*^® In 1766* theology m d  the classics
16* 1* 8« Adams* ‘History in College a and Universities*
p# ife
11* Ibid, p. 12
\ *
12* Hew England*© First Fruits* Old South leaflets, Vol*
■ i f f  - p f * r — ;— ----
IS* w* 8* Thayer# fhiversities and their Sons* o* 144
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were the chief courses* In one department* however* are 
listed natural philosophy* geography* m d  astronomy with 
the elements’of' jmthemtics*^ la 1707' the Glassies still 
formed the backbone of Instruction* but “all Glasses had 
instruction in Beoiaimtion* Chraaology'-and ■ History1*
Dr* Thayer here probably has- reference to the Saturday- 
morning history instruction# fhis history, like the ca­
techism* was a part of the theological training and so was 
carefully .-retained in the ourriculum*^® It seems safe- , 
to assume that both the geography and the history men* 
ttoned so sparingly before the Revolution were connected 
with training in theology* with perhaps some slight dis­
cussion of the historical setting for works read in the 
classics or a summary of such material read in the clas­
sical languages* fhia “part-time** position of history 
continued at Harvard for a very long time* in 1820 in a 
“Course of instruction for Undergraduates" the freshmen 
still were reciting history and Adam* a Roman Antiquities 
on Saturday* but now throughout the whole year* On the 
Same day the sophomores were attending a ela&s in fyt-
r;
ier*e General History* Ancient and Modern*^
■ »»~«|>« |'»I,«I WMI a t ll>» IKJI TWMWHHi WWMl l ' MWWI .' WW' f f  I H» i|.| lfr» « ,     
14*; W* R*3?hayer# universities and fheir Sons* p*-14$
* *  * *  If■»■!»>«la.iill i i i iy '^ m W KiW iiWiM iO  -I l . i l> III i m  l » i*.i<w..iW Mii>i.iw  ....... »— n ^  *■
16,- Ibid, p* 14V. '
16.. H. B, Adams, El story In Colleges and OWveroitles,
p. 16
IV. ibid. p. 13
'■ . Pag© 0*
As late as the session of 1828 # 29 no mention 
is mad© of history except In connection with the modern 
languages* Civil and ecclesiastical history w©r© to he 
taught at that time in the modern language department* 
but as the report states that, no student- m s  compelled 
to take the modem languages it is likely that com* 
parativeiy few had the advantage of instruction in this 
history course* Ther© was* however* the possibility 
for much incidental teaching of history In connection 
with the classical studies and in civil polity* politic 
cal economy* and law *«*- all being taught at that time*
Harvard* s^was the case.with all. colleges found* 
ed before th© Hevoiution* was too hampered by tradition* 
too dependent on English scholars for text books to to*- 
troduce any new subject hastily* History on the same 
footing as other subjects found its way into the college 
curriculum through the efforts of professors who were 
not only thoroughly educated but so intensely interested 
in this field that they contributed to historical libera* 
ture, T^ared Sparks was the man through whose efforts 
history at Harvard developed from classical beginnings 
to an American standard* ft was not --until 1869 that a, 
distinct professorship for history was ergsnlaed#l$ bo-
18* Annual Report of Harvard College for 1828 * 29 
Appendix ill
19* H§, B*. Adams* History to Colleges .and Universities*
p* If ■TrmB- n‘r'‘i:-i‘“nri“ir‘r;',-rcr,frj-
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fore this time* history was taught ia combination with 
other chairs* How history had become Important enough 
to deserve an Independent chair* lr* Sparks was the 
first professor_ t o  the chair of history# He had t o -  1837 
finished hi# life of Washington and was already known as
i * mwini»ii # i i i tjiii!r \mm  h i • **
* 4
a scholar with .great enthusiasm for historical study*
Wared Sparks was horn* to Williagton* Connect lout 
on May 10* 1789* He was a brilliant student and had 
enough goal and ambition to work as-a carpenter and to 
teach to a small country school In order to pursue his 
studies at Harvard# where he graduated to 1815* After- 
graduation he had a tutorship in mathematics and natural 
philosophy at Harvard# He refused a professorship at 
Bowdoto College and became pastor of a Unitarian Church 
to Baltimore* He gave that up to 1823 to devote all M s  
time to writing* He bought the Worth American Review* 
which he edited until 1830# M s  magasine was a great 
success financially and Intellectually, but after 1828 
he spent most of M s  time to historical research end writ­
ing* He was chiefly interested in the outstanding -men 
and events of the Revolutionary period# his best work be­
ing related to that period* Among his many well-known 
works are his life, and Writings of decree w.&aM,ngtong ffae 
Works of Banjamin g^anklto with notes and a life of Frank­
lin by Sparksi and toe library of American Biography* the
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first and second series of #iioh he edited* His Piplo**
■ matte doyrosncmdonoo, pf the ikaertean Revolution is -of 
great interest to the student of that phase of American 
-history* .It ’Was because of the prominence gained through 
his voluminous historical research that he was appointed 
to the first professorship, in the ©clean chair of history 
at Harvard*^® ^Th© Melean Professorship of Ancient and 
Modern History was endowed in 1823 by the will of John 
© c le a n * wS2i
Sparks continued ancient history but fytlerss 
General Si story* used for so long in' several of the older 
colleges as a text book* was replaced by Slamon&i *s Fall 
of the Boman Empire and Guigot*s History of Civilisation
n w w rww  m iijn w i o lnir  'IIHIII.IIOI.I.II III > H »II!W m m m i im m m ir v m m  n m n w u — im i m i n m f t » m a t i n  ■mmnmm i imfu m tm m m *  w i n m — w w ii .
in Europe# In 1840 Sparks lectured on modern history to 
the junior class* That year he brought out the Cambridge 
edition of Smyth1 e hectares on. lodern History to the Close 
of the American Revolution* This course became* in the 
next ten' years* very well-known for its American view-* 
point* tn 1841 constitutional history of England was of- 
fered as an elective to sophomores and juniors* In 1842 
Sparks began M s  lecture course to seniors on American 
history* He used his own notes in these lectures which 
were for. the most part on the American Revolution*^
20* Encyclopedia Brittanic.a.* Vo!# 21* pp.* 169 — 170
21* Quinquennial Catalogue' of Harvard  ^p* 24
22* Bureau of Education# Circular of Information Ho# 2#
*> a a - j * .  w  mm txm > i n — m w u ^ 'n  i« w  . h w h i h .m  m m n **1887, p. 18
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thus began the independent historical Instruction In 
United States history which had been for many years his 
special field of study#;
In 1049 yared Spares was elected president of : 
Harmed University* fhongh he had .many duties as presi~ 
dent of that Institution,. he continued M s  lectures -to ■ 
seniors on .AmaMOan history until his retirement in 
1853*-^ In his report on the State of the Institution 
for 1849 * SO he points out'that the junior class had. 
been given two additional recitations -a week* one of them 
consisting of lectures on Homan and Greek literature and 
Mstory for the second term* fhe seniors, the same year, 
wore given one additional recitation a week on the con~ 
stitution of the nutted States for one term and on Ms* 
tory and political economy for another terra*2- Again 
the combination of history with other allied subjects is 
shown* fhe same situation -appears again and again in. 
e v e r y  curriculum studied* As professor and president. 
Sparks was very popular with the students and members of 
the faculty*. He is outstanding, however, not because of 
M s  teaching of history In general, but for the fact that 
M s  great love and enthusiasm for American history brought 
that field to' the attention of American scholars and Amori-
S3* Bureau of Education* Circular of information He* 0* 
1687, p* 83. " ! ’
84* Annual Report on Harvard by fared Sparks, president, 
for 1849 * 80
Page
can collages* In addition to that* his vast labors in 
-preserving- and' oollec ting -material to serve as sources
b i
for future students of hi story have given M m  an- eminent 
place among American historians.* Because he is linked 
In a sense to Virginia by his valuable contribution Dlfe 
and Writings of tfasMngtoa* his life and work h$m been' 
treated - somewhat at length in this study*
tola general survey of the slow growth of histor­
ical Instruction throughout two centuries of the life of 
Harvard has been given to stress the fact that any change 
or growth had to b© made to opposition to old standards - 
and classical traditions; and that changes made over night 
at present, required decades of struggles and efforts to 
early times*
As Harvard traces its origin to graduates of Em­
manuel College of Cambridge, so Yal© traces it© beginning 
to graduates of Harvard, among, them the Bov* Abraham 
Pierson of the class of 1668 and the Bev* James fiorpont 
of the class of 1681*^ Most of the. founders wore minis­
ters so the same motive agisted as for Harvard* toe peo­
ple of Hew Haven desired a college of their own both be­
cause of the distance to Harvard and because of differ­
ences,. both political and religious, which had arisen
88* Dr# John Dewitt* Beginnings of. University life to. 
America,p» 318
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between the two colonies# But, ** originating ***** .from 
the learned ©oeleslastlee of the age, the plan and Inten­
tion of the institution were especially directed to the 
Interests of the church*1*^ the General Court of the 
Colony on October 9# 1701 granted the charter in which 
the purpose was. clearly stated!
**For the founding, suit ably endow­
ing, and ordering a Collegiate school 
within M s  Majesty*a Colony of Connecti­
cut wherein youth may be instructed in 
the arts and ‘sciences* who through the 
blessing of Almighty God may' be fitted 
for public employments both in church 
and civil state*w2?
s
Ebenecer Baldwin in his Annals of Yale states that 
In the petition for a charter* the original intention of 
devoting the school for the sole benefit of the church
O f t
had been changed* fhis collegiate school which became 
known as Yale and was finally located: at Mew Haven* cam© 
directly under the Influence of the church and the clergy 
showed the greatest solicitude for its success*- By 1763 
it was stated that the chief concern in erecting the col­
lege was to provide the colony with learned# pious, and
OQ
orthodox ministers,*
There are no records of the early courses of
86* B* Baldwin* Annals of Yale« p* 10
*  * m -wiiir wwiiw im ai mm w  i r  “  ■ * * •* -*
07* 'Ibid* p.* 14
28* ibid# p* 13
29# ibid# p* 67
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study# but there asy hove boon sosao fens of Motory# 
biblical or eiaseioal# in th® oi»s?&Gulum# Hlctory ea&ao 
to Siavo toon first reeoselBoa Whan President stii©® was 
appoiatefi as professor of ©celesiestioal hletory in
1770*®° St© M.S p3?OfGBSOJ?Shij> Until M O  dOQtfe IK
1TOS* Br* Stilo© lectured wery regularly on history and 
wood Or* Priestley*® (Start of History a© a test book, in 
his Literary Plarg which 0a»* Stiles kopt faithfully for 
many years# thsro appears at regular intervals a state* 
aent about M e  lectures* on November 13# 177Q h© wrotet
ai3g leotur® on Eaaloeiastloal His* 
tory. 1 gave account of tho capital 
oharaotors aotiw® in setsiga ns* the 
shureh in tho first as©e**s*
Bor ©or® M s  loafeures eoafinod to aaoloslastieal 
history* Go was intensely interested in cany eabjoota 
m  whioh he lectured to the ©tudeaat body is oliapel* On 
Unis’ JW78 a few days before M s  '‘Xmuguraticsj ana la* 
stolEmt late tho important and laborious offlao of tho 
Presidency"#®2 fee states that ho was giving a looturo to 
tho senior ©lass on tho principles of gravity when *a 
thunder gust took place in the loeture and Z desisted 
and gave the electrical Philosophy of IhtmSLsr and Light*
30. B. stiles# literary Many* Vol. XI# p, 362
31, ibid# p. 307 
33* iMd* p. 276
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ningf then resumed and finished on gravity® H© lee** 
tw©& on oriental, learning and organised classes in Hefr* 
row and the oriental language a Which he taught * That he 
tool: an active part-not only In reading and studying 
ah out political affairs, hut' aleo* 'in- lecturing about 
them is shorn by' the following item in his- Diary for 
July is* want
had'a lecture in the, Chapel upon 
the civil Constitution and policies of the 
13 United states, both before and since 
the glorious 'lot'of independency* so far 
as the hew policies are formed*11^ #
A sketch of Dr* Stiles5’ life,. interests, and work 
will convince anyone that his lectures on ecclesiastical 
'history would 'quit© likely be 'unique# Eis interpretation 
was probably unusually wide and M s  teaching in the field 
of general history rather than in the ecclesiastical *
Esra stiles, the son of the Eeir* Isaac stiles, was bom 
in Berth Haven, Connecticut, December 10, 1707* He was 
a o M M  with pleasant manners, delightful humor, and a 
good memory# , He.was tutored and prepared for college by 
M s  father, whose classical education had been very tho* 
rough* Although ready- for college at* the age of twelve, 
he did not enter Ifal© until 1742, at the age of fifteen#
A good student, he m s  selected at the public examination
S3* B* Stiles, Literary Diary. VoX* XI, p. 876 
34. ibid. p. 884
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to 1746 to .give an oration* tn this he discussed logic 
first# then grammar and rhetoric under which ho included 
the1 study of languages# eloquence* and history#®^ While 
tutor at Ifale# ho.'qpeht M e  sp&rq time working /with elec­
trical apparatus. hetib by l^ankito and made mew experiments 
in natural philosophy# Be studied astronomy in which he 
was much interested# tn VT4& he received, from the associ- 
at ion of ministers of Bew Haven his, license to preach#
By 17d3 he had become an attorney# Being uncertain as 
to his own religious beliefs* he visited many different 
denominations and finally decided to- remain to his own 
church#. and in 1753 became the pastor of the Congrega­
tional Church to Bewport# abode Island*3^ Ills intense 
interest in the geography of Various countries led him 
to correspond with the Jesuits to Mexico and the Creeks 
to Syria to order to satisfy his seal for information of 
all kinds from all. places# lla Interest to' affairs at 
home.was Just as strong# .He. infm m m  Mmself m  all 
questions .of civil and religious liberty# He studied 
political questions and to a discourse on the surrender 
at Montreal he hinted at our present form of government *37 
tn 1765 he was given, the degree of Doctor of Divinity by
35# f# Sparks# library of American Biography# fol# fl# 
p# 7
36# ibid# p# 14
37# ibid* p* 27
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the University of Edinburgh* After that he took up the 
study of oriental languages which he learned to read 
and write* Be began a aorr espondenc© with Isaac Carlgal* 
a learned Rafefei and. a great traveler* fro© whom h© gained 
a great amount of teowXedg© concerning the history and . 
literature of toe Baet#^ lor did history* literature* 
religion* and politics absorb all M s  attention* Be 
found time to look into the subject of manafacturing and 
the economic situation in M s  comunlty# Be speculated 
on the possibility of raising silk worms and the pessi* 
Mlity of Improving commerce* but he questioned the com­
merce in slaves#
the hostilities of the Revolution dispersed M s  
congregation at Newport so fee thought of teaching geo­
graphy*1 mathematics#' and history or to give public lec­
tures in oriental literature and ecclesiastical history* 
However*' fee was elected president of Tale in September 
17W and to the prof ©a a or ship of -ecclesiastical history 
■m has been mentioned already*f Be' was inducted, into of­
fice In #uly 1788 and In August of that year there is an 
entry in his literary Mary which reads® ‘
nI read a public lecture in col- 
.lege on Ecclesiastical History* ffela 
is my first lecture as a history
38* ; y» sparks* library of American Biography* .Vol * .,W9 
p*'.37 ';'ni-flriji"iri:'jirl;,r:j,;L.......
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professor
Bo regular ootmaes of instruction were printed 
for this period 11778 - 1785) but fared Sparks believes 
that.' he made some changes in a curriculum which had 
been confined to the traditional classics* philosophy# 
and theology* fo his ecclesiastic ul history course he 
added oriental learning# fhe oriental languages# Heb­
rew especially* were stressed! he introduced new text 
bookei and lectured on various subjects before the dif­
ferent classes*^® Dr* Stiles considered local history 
important and while at Newport collected historic ma­
terial on the M m  England churches# He wrote Conspectus 
of a Perfect Polity* which was the outline of the con-
t z L , . ^  ». « a ~ ...
guished for M s  wide general historical .knowledge and 
particularly for M s  extensive knowledge of' the history, 
of the church* His Mterary Diary' contains a wealth of 
material in every-day events in the troubled Hevolution­
ary period* It gives letters- which he wrote and re­
ceived* in hi© interest in the progress of the College 
of William and levy he exchanged letters with Rev* Barnes 
Madison* president* at that time# of the College*4^ fhe
39# I-*- ©tiles# literary Mary* Vol.* II* p* 890 
40* «f* sparks*. library of American Biography* p * 38
■ *  # « # # i i # # # > # » i » i ^ # # < i W i i > y «i .< w j M W | :  <n « # » » # » a i i . . n # # . . m i n i . *  « i ■!■>< W t m m W f c .ln nnflili n *
41# ibid# p# 69 .
42# B# Stiles, Literary Diary# Vol. II, pp. 446 ■* 446
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material In M s  literary Diary and itineraries Is of 
great value.to the history.student of today* History 
courses may have been few in number at Tale during this 
period# hut the amassing versatility of Dr* Stiles must 
have mads every lecture $ source of cultural background 
and inspiration for those who studied with him*
the regular courses of Instruction at Tale 0ol- 
lege which were printed- in 1882 show that some attention 
had been given to classical history* This was to fee ex­
pected since the classics had been stressed, from the begin* 
Bing* Adam*© Homan Antiquities had been in use and con­
tinued to he until 1847 a freshman 'study* ‘ the amount of 
classical reading required was very large* including long 
extracts from Herodotus* 'toucy&Mes# Socrates# Mv y # and 
by Tacitus*, the History*.. Agrloela* and Be Morjtms German- 
orum*.^5 From these studies much historical material was 
undoubtedly mastered without any special .provision for' 
history* At this'time* however# general history was re­
quired for'toe third term of the Junior year* fytler*a 
Q-eneral History* Relent*- and Modem was used both at 
Tale and Harvard* In 1882 Hentto Comment arise* a ‘text 
on political science was taught in the senior class dur­
ing the first end second terms* ftms# there is another 
instance of history 'with allied subjects developing to-
43* H* H* Adams# Circular Ho* 2* 1887# p* 53
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gather* Geography* a subject later merged with history* ' 
was. given a place. in;the curriculum rather early* A 
text hook of six hundred pages* written by Professor 
lor m  *' was '.supposed.to .be road-and learned to the last 
page# Such- a course should at least give -a. good geo* 
graphical basis for the study of history and government!
With Yale* as with •Harvard^ there were no great or 
distinct changes until after the Revolution and from then 
until the middle of'the •nineteenth century additions 
along the line of historical studies were made ■ slowly# 
Comparisons and contrasts with William and Mary will he 
drawn In another chapter#
Several conclusions may he drawn from the material 
covered concerning Harvard and Yale#
_ Cl) Both were medieval institutions* not American 
colleges* therefore they emphasised- the formal studies 
and theory*
(£) fhe course of instruction was about the same 
In both*
.< *
(3) Since Yale was patterned to some extent after 
Harvard* though its ^brimstone j&oetrlxiee of Calvinism*1--
were even less liberal* and since no catalogues of in*,.
44# VJm R* Thayer* ■ Universities and fhelr Scma^ Sketch 
of Harvard* p*nrt^ Tr'w'rl’,i: ~ ~ ~
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formation were issued before 1800* the curriculum of 
Harvard for about the- middle of the seventeenth century ' 
will apply and give a general idea for both* A glance 
will show that the curriculum was based on the classics* 
philosophy* und theology* It was divided into three
divisions, or classes freshman* Junior* and senior*
1 ' ■ * *
the freshmen had lectures and work upon logic* 
physios* Creek grammar* syntax and etymology* Hebrew 
grammar and the practice la Bible* rhetoric and dec lama-
- t ,J
tlen* I,at in was not mentioned since they were supposed 
to know and be able to speak that before entering* The 
juniors studied ethics and politics* Greek prosody* di­
alectics and practice in poesy* Hebrew* rhetoric $ de** 
clamatloBS and disputations# The senior class studied 
arithmetic and geometry* astronomy* Greek* Hebrew* rhe* 
boric* declamations and disputations*^
?,The 7th day (the student) reads 
Divinity Oateoheticall at the 8th 
hours* Common places at the 9th hours#
Afternoons 
The 1st hours reads history In 
the Winter* the iiature of plants In 
the Bummer*11^
f4) To prepare for the early colleges whose' on- 
48* Hew England*** First Bruits* Old South leaflets*
■ r ^ r s ------  *
46* ibid# p* 6
trance requirements up to 1800 were Latin and Greek *
<&) History instruction/was given incidentally, 
at first In connection with the classical and eoclesias# 
tloal subjects and. called chronology#
<6} Geography at first was taught with mathematics 
under the heading of maps and* globes* but when history 
was introduced* geography became- allied with it-*
1 (7) History as such was not introduced until after 
the Revolution when new ideas in education were a natural 
outgrowth of the-changes in. political institutions*
grammar schools were provided#4^
47* E* 0* Broome*' Historical:and Critical Discussion of
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 ^  o f W illia m  and Mary from  it©
n w  >»tu>»W tlill»l# T# WI1<» i# * .« M n i.w iy i«iK-»iy i»^ wr wiw rW iy i i „  w m ^ i-if w n nai Wli’ftiiiiTMMPto ■ ta©#^ vo2S^ 5a>.oa
The CoMego o f x:il% too assd U ary in  t^ tn g in la  woe# 
in the ardor of' founding# the Meand of the throe imabl* 
bntlmB of higher teeming ©si ©ting to the eolenloe at 
the beginning of the eighteenth century* la important 
respect© these college© war© alike in origin* aim* and 
so In the of their curricula# Bach was the
college of a people drawn together by oa^moa religious 
beliefs and worship as wail as by aornon social ouatoos 
and ideals* eetl* was the college of a oonmolty soparatod ■ 
net .only by distance# but by a caif Hating Interests from 
the others| each was the result of the needs of the ofeurol* 
united with the- needs of the statof and 0%  oaoh had for 
it© purpose the pious education of youth* tho propagation 
of the Christian faith oad'tho training of nab%m &mm 
for tho ministry la the colonial e&ireh« rooh one# more** 
over* numbered Its founder# from asms graduate© of I3u*» 
ropean tmlweraltie© and It© professors from those same 
institutions* instruction# therefore* was patterned af»- 
tor tho European plan of philosophy# theology* -and the 
claoolco# Tho foot that all three school© on departments
pac® e§*
m m  not always istaa&iateljr 1 m a  the result of *
difficulties end a&ataalos in ail tea colonial ugsdcr* 
taisimgs and net is® © late of.plsue* It itttfit mot %o as* 
sussed teat tec two law England callages and tec ono to 
?19Qlnl& developed along tea oaaa general Iteeo tsooaueo 
of ©n$r a t te s t  to  ®mhmge Ideas sat eesaiannlooto t& to  
oaeh other* teat the aaise tost hoot© are isont toned to 
the catalogues was rateer a remit of intercourse with 
has! obC tten with each other* aw lato as 1980» tec How# 
Bara Sttl&c o f woio <m& fcito Bow# smm& ladleon o f n?il* 
lie n  sM  ESawy agreed te a t mth® tofosat Dcaiao^ics# e e l*  
logos * and fJMmraitle© hero **#«*• should cultivate a 
osteal intercourse and &<morahlo friendship with ono an* 
other #<|2‘
in- ©pita of aliaiiaritiaa# Urn Oollego to firgfsaia 
has had froo it© earl&eet teglnatog© so dlfferomt a Ms* 
lo«y# ©o varied a oaroo^ teat it stands out ao a g&ottoc* 
tlm tootttetlan toteloatol^ homd up in tec roligima% 
political# sad edmoo&o forfetaneo of Virginia* & Motor* 
io a l teetcfc -of tee Oollege M i l  teou tee mms d & fflo u l* 
tioo and diooourogononto tlupou&h teioh it onorgod ^Hhoonto* 
111:© ****** row!wed sad iaprowog out of it© ooa rutos11#^  
Sfiis will to tmm imho clearer the real ountritetioas of
1 .  B* S t i le s .  <rno M to y s ry  Dtaspy. V o l. I I .  o« 445» WWimWWW ni»Wi>tfi»a^»i^»w»i«iaM» 'W(I- iWMil«fH#l»y W KP- 'T .
S* Hugh the Present State of Virginia# p.# 63
*as© m 4 ,
those mm wh® to  break mow from tra&it&oTOl ®m«*
r&oula and to isrctgarato it tsy sac© m u  rare lahorol 
iaoa©« toomg teoGo are the astm t&o i&teeducoa *  omsOootod
Olio trlotoriool otud&oa:f often before tteo Uon Caglani «mA* 
Icgoo nod f©i?tmla0o4 ©uoh pleac#
\| Last 9 ^ vAVv^ 1^
^ 0  I*onion company feed a© its prosMont for a ttee 
a caa oho oao g*ox*o liberal and foreatghtod than mat mm 
of M e  time* ft la not strongo* therefore* that Sir Bflk 
win SanGyo laAumood the company i» the matter of ednra* 
tion in the oo-lm f of ffrgttiia*, a. large tract of lout 
tog ©at a ©Me fc^r the ommmiy tm  a ugttTOr&lty at. Hoar!go 
for Urn colonists ua toII a© for. the todiea©Goao of 
tiio M  ©hop o of the itog&om had already at tho influeaoe 
of tto Mag* collected ahotit fifteen htinarod nomfM for 
m e  eefcafcitehmeBt of a college in flrgte&a to train m e  
tafMoi children#^ Bcttttya urged the elorg^ for fwthor 
ooDtrilmtloM and Mreelf aided' in getting oanp tenant© 
to ho sooted on the college land m  ^tenants at holiroa^ i 
the half of the profit allotted to the college to ho used 
for haiMing© and aatotOTOiioo# 8P* Oeorgo Thorp®# a' 
goatlcmen of M s  Sajostir1© PWty Ooimoil* too sent ©top 
to he oup©pint©f*&o&fc of the tfttiTOroltyhut the oaaoaoro
ws# stithi
4#- iMd* p* 100 
&* itia# p* i m
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of 1GSS oousoa M e  death*, that of t-ho tenants, cad tho 
defeat of tho first attempt to found a oelXog© in Vir* 
Qiniaa the oolony passed oat of tho hands of tho company 
into those of tho king in 1684. nothing further is hoard 
of tho oofcahlieiKBoat of a ooilege until tho colonial As­
sembly of Virginia in 1660 * ® t took tho matter into 
thotr own hande and passed an act entitled "Provision 
for a CoXXedga0.
“Whereas the want of able and faith*
M  ministers in this country deprives us 
of those great blessings end mercies that 
alwals attend upon the service of Sodj 
which want* by reason of our great dis­
torts from our native land cannot in pro* 
babllity bo alwais supplied front thonooj 
De it enacted* that for the advance of 
learning* education ©f youth* supply of 
the ministry* ..and promotion of piety, 
there he land taken upon purchases for a 
Celled®® and free school©, and that there 
be, with as much speed© as may be con­
venient, toouaoiag erected thereon for an* 
tertalniBont of students and scholars.'*<5
Records of tho same AssoidUy show that tho Oov- 
©rnor, Council of State, etd Burgesses ho d  already sub* 
©eribod aonoy and tobacco to be paid for educational 
purpose©*7 and that it was the intention not only to 
get subscriptions from tho coiaaisaionera of tho several 
county courts and others, feat to “© © H e a t  and .gather tho
«* Honing, Statutes £t fegggo, Vol. XI, p. 26
?. ibid, xx, p. ®v
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•charity of well disposed people in England for tho ■ 
©.rooting of Oollodges and school os in this ootmbry©**#^  
But again there was absolute failure % due partly* at 
least* to political disturbancea arising from the change 
of rulers in England* conflicts with an unsympathetic 
colonial governor* and-Indian troubles which finally 
culminated In Bacon1'© Rebellion In 1676* So the enter* 
prise was delayed for another twenty years* hut in 
1688 ** 89 money was again subscribed# Lieut* governor 
Francis Bicholson# who naturally wanted the favor of 
the people at the beginning of his adxalri strati on* tools 
an interest in the project* as did Commissary £sm©s 
Blair#
The Bev# yam©a Blair was born in Scotland In 1655| 
graduated with a Master1© degree from Edinburgh t£nlver<* 
sity at the age of eight©onj was later ordained Into the 
Episcopal ministry and moved to England# In 1685 he cam© 
to Virginia as rector to Henrico Pariah# In 1689 he was 
rnd© commissary to the Bishop of London for Virginia#
The following year* 1690* he.presided at a meeting of the 
clergy at Jamestown* where he discussed his scheme for a 
college which was received with enthusiasm by those pr©** 
sent*, k recommendation was made to the Assembly which 
approved and appointed Mr* Blair to go to England In 1691
8* Honing* Statutes at Large* Vol* II* p# SO
fas® $9#
far a shorter a n d  steaoript i m e  * to the tootriaefcloaa ho 
was ordered to got the n h m t  ohartora to Imglomd where** 
h? Fjpgo schools and Colledsoa hesro boon fenatea0*® It 
m e specified te s t to  ttoto mow eeitoge &atto# ©rook# 
Soteew* together write i^ttoaephf* mteecs&tias* aii di«* 
vtoitir were to tm  t a u g h t * ^
T h o  charter w&s granted m  m W m m w  '%  1 6 0 S # ^  
te September lot of tlmt fear t o a  Btotr preeested tew 
Eoyal Charter of Hiag William aii Queen Ssrf to tea 
Oorornor mmd OewnoU of Virginia Who 1iTaad m d recorded 
it m d directed that poytaomts provided to tea charter 
M A A  ho Bp IM® charter tea Collage of ml-
lias end Harf to Virginia woo to furnish %  Goctoarp of 
ministers of tho goa-pei »*«•«« and to dot®# fotasad and 
establish a certain pleas of universal obudf or perpet­
ual Coliogo of Mvteibf v ^Mlosophf* laagtiasoat sad 
other good tote and science#***^ It woo also em&cwed 
m  ti# ooloaial ooiiogo feefme #r stoeo im a boom# £SOO0
»^wii«^ wi)t>i'wiinwi'ir?iriiiw»ii>ii»iwiw.^ i^ ii»w-‘iwi'»iiii<»«»»
0* tmiltqo nafl rW  Gollogo Qaarfeorly. Vol. VI, p. 83 
10. Ibid, p. 83
11* Mofcorv of the Oolloflo of William an& <:ar?r. O00.7 of'OhSrfor '*» ***** «*»«*» ..» «iMi<mi—i»»i imuwwbi*,. mm* *r**
13* Celondar of Stato Papers {1093 - @0), p* 130
13* Blsfcow of the College of trillion and tlary, reprintW^WWilfc' WjWWWdlMJ'jfc' '^VHNWMW' ,^*MWMliliWMWIH9PlWWMM( W^PdHWWPIlPo f sh o rt o r 9 p% &..........•
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»ais«a out of quit route, on® penny a pound on all to*
base© espoftofi from Virginia and Earylood, tho office
of Eurvoyor general, and BO,000 acres of lend3,4 w w ©
given, very 00®  «  M i l  imposing «  duty ‘of 9§0 on ©aw
porfcod fare was ordered for tit© support ©f tits college,36
Middle Plantation ©as chosen £ r m  four alternative ©it©©
a© being tho best suited*3*® as originally planned by
£&*« Slain, there wore to be three grades of Inafcruotioni
a .gpesrwnar school lit© Btoa to teach Greek and tottoi
philosophy In two aehooie * moral and natural * with
mthesiaties In the latters end divinity in two schools
with divinity proper in one and the oriental languages
to the ofchor*1^ the lain or tlren Building was erected
cod the Grassier school began to function, hut the other
two were delayed for aovoral reasons, Commissary Blair,
«8i11g  in London, . wrote Governor Sioholatm that there
would he difficulty to finding ©hie masters willing to
2J|
oaos to America* there was difficulty in collecting 
subscriptions* litigation ovor the ownership of certain
• sindiM<w#todwito*iwhwWtoi>inHwi»witoi»f
**+ i i s i m  M  B &  s s B s e  &  b s >  »
«**■ m s b & &  h  assa issss «**» - «®>* p* 3lg9
IS, ibid* f»* ISO
IV* If® 0* Tyler, "a Few.fact© from the Seconds of Wil» 
11am and Scry Golleg©*, American History Assoolatlon 
B aoera , v o l / r v  |M ® e } ,  f» " ’l w w  — *  " ------- ---
18* ®* S. ferry. History of taso ghuroh to Virginia, p* V
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oo'Iloco lends* pmr often  ■inpropor oot&o&o o f gq~ 
aomttsig for tobaooo tan* i M  delays in "gett-too the 
governors tvnotooa of the eellog© to m o t # * ®
to..tho ©esattoo tho ©moutoro of tho •Omorahlo 
F.obort Boyle tho had beqneattiM M s pofgoboI ootate to  
°olkapitelAo and pious nee©11 ii©% in  160?# ©gs?oo& to  gin© 
tho  m m m m  fross the  B ra ffa rtm  ©state in  Cnclo^a to  
o & liias  imd Oary fo r tho o teaatim  of tho to d iw i ©w» 
©mm Mo&olem  acmosBoood in  JW0O tti& t tho oo&ool uoulO 
opon the fellow teg year fo r todies, toys o f tho ago© of 
oovon *  eight# $fcs Bwmmrn ttso sam yoor m et© tho 
isohhishop o f © m te rlw y  th a t PmmMmt B la ir* mo tua©*- 
to r nho tong^t to t to * an uahor* ©s& a m i tin g  aaoter 
ompoaod tho whole s ta ff o f tho- ©©liege# S© a©&©£ tho 
©id of tho ArohMohop in  prooar tog a m otor or professor 
o f philosophy ©ad m th o m tio a # ^
B?om XV0O to  19§© a ffa ir©  a t tho QoUoco nor© 
comwhat ataergm iaed* .because tho Asemfely* drtoeo fron  
ffomotom by tho tom tog o f tho stato hoaoo* hold it©  
aeebteg© to  the m in  W M ts g # ^  mm mxrho^o o f tho as* 
sodbiy oTOn XodgM a t tho College* ffco d e riv e  o ffio o
1 9 * \v* $* perry* B iatory o f the Ohwoh to  flrg to ta #
*>* f t  « • * # £  « M M M K M IW M im N lN w  W M l i  I*# #— * —# »B7 W W M M i'iy  H , m i  «l i n  m  H« IMfilli ■> I j i nWl illMIIIjWIM IIW n wpp# IS •** SI
so. iMd# p# ass
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was noved there so the College timmso the ttopoelbarjr of 
oil i*ooo£’flo 86111 la fete© Qana£y»S3 la 170© tho «?on 
Building with the library and dafforoat apparatus that 
had been bought homed* ®ilc oslatalty oalictS for ro~ 
fcrenobjismt and tbs revemoe that had been uood Cop pay­
ing salaries woro now sawed foe raiding a fund to rebuild. 
However, tho shale of natural philosophy end Eofchocafcloa 
whlob Governor Bioholcon had boon working fee in 1700 
was added in 1712*84 although 00 Impoverished was tho 
Sollogo that for want of money* materials, end workmen* 
tho building was not restored entirely until 17S3.
m o  asst r o f r o s M n g  peraonality1 aonaootod with 
the Collego in this period wa s  tho r;eu. Qugh yoaoo* who 
woe tho first a m  in Virginia or in any oolony to oaggocfc 
for any o o IIo q o a distinct ©hair of history* Bugfe ^aaos. 
was toam In England about 1370 and was probably ono of 
tho several graduates of Safari by that nstso* Ho bosaae 
a  sinister and oaa» to Virginia in 1713* m o  nest year 
ho wodi reooaBondod by the Bishop of bondon to the College 
as a  man prepared to take tho chair of natural philosophy 
end Datheaatlco and was appointed to that position* Bo 
was alee a  minister at Jaaeatowa and a  lecturer' in Bruton
l?Q0O 30*
Ohorob# tho ao^o bino Mo sorted a© eMqr&a&a of too 
lomso of Btirgoes©©*^ lototog is kno» of M o  mwU m  
a toatoor* hu t <tartog tM o  t tm  Mo wrote e o m d  books* 
aooBa toos a toort English to AooidonQO to tho
Ste^ Ltto tempo* mhtob mm tho first ^GH^er 'dittos to 
AnDrle*# Mat# to iwt Mo toft firgtota tor CngloM# In 
to Mad pibM-atioci. both too graomr ana M e  Motorf* 
toe gyoeonfe State otv 9hls Motors is Ills 
ohiof oontritmtioEi to too Mietoriool otoiio© at nilliam 
mS. tiarir* tooagM $mm& batighb tmtoombioa# bo 
etfeiiotoa too roadlsg of history bf giving too tost 
oonttorwarsr fteor of tirgtola at toot tisso#
too ffroscmt State. of firi^ igiia m s  Intended to 
otaoot mterlai on %rcini& already osiatioa end to 
pronofc© Id too -isttoOo of /too roador on interest In too 
oolooioa# m *  3<mm wrote from observation largely* tot 
to sliwot so smob Insight and undorstanding of affaire 
to ftocto&a that M b  work b m  %®m wtoeb-Xo to labor 'to­
tal Metastasis* 1# soon© to hato bad a f m d o f  toforcp** 
tto& on too eooial* mmm&o#. oanoational* and eooieaiao** 
tioal otodittcxso to too oolong during too oarlf 17Q0*e«
Be dtoouasee too wigta* matosa# m % tQ im o§ m & prii** 
oiplos of too Indians* deserib©© too sett&ooe&fee
$S# aimiatoad tomtoill §oMo% jr«f *Hugh Somo® .
’ .aasigsBs s£ .iggian i £ U «  *» p* *’s
26# u« c. Perry, g^ otsory o£ tho Qhureh to g&rctola# p. 24©
pas® m» '
60 tho west* Spotoeood*s fraeentan® Crdor, said dhriataa- 
bo* English ootfcloconfco In various parts of Virginia 
and Oaryland ero mentioned* so has a quaint and moot In­
ter a otlng chapter on tho '’Ketropolic of cmiaootavrG0,27 
whlefa ciwoo tho host description of tho old th?on build*
too and tho Palace* 80 shows a closer insight into tho
\
ooononlo situation both as to crops raised and as to 
{undo and Guploytasntu Gao chapter la given to tho nChurdh 
and Olargy to Virginia" and another to "Authors and public 
Qfflaora0* toe thoroughly original portion of this his* 
feory* hooover* is the oppondto to which 0p* ^onoo gives 
hie oehorao &t education to Virginia* His dosorlption of 
tho Sollogo is disheartening for ho speaks of It as "a 
oollogo without a ohapol# without a scholarship* and 
without a statute0* Be mentions tho library which is 
without books* "to® Bargees without certainty of oloo- 
t w o 0* and a proeldont who, until rooont ycoro* had h e m  
without a ftood salary*80 to his suggestions for the im­
provement of those conditions# ho shooed few the times 
decidedly advanced ideas on education* T o  encourage 
eoholarehip and tooreoso tho nuahor of students ho odvo- 
sated a Foundation upon which five scholars* selected 
yearly by tho President and Qaotoro* should bo oduoatod
27* n* femes* too Present State of Virginia* Part XX*/-»♦ MmmhmI' •'*jir<iw»f»M*ww»w.w»w '.iwwiiwwujwmii »»*#■* ii«*wmwinMmwwtmrnprnm wQtmp* 3 
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for throo yoare during which tine they should ho m -  
cstruotod in five dist&not branches* lang-oasas, religion, 
mathematics, pMloeopby, and history*29 these five 
branches or departments# with the Grammar Master, would 
provide for the six professorships stated in tho charter# 
Go believed in euoh accomplishments as music, dancing# 
and fencing and thought thoy should he provided for by 
app&intinG Masters from town far the purpose, file in­
terest in schools for women is stated is the following 
words8
^Finally as to the Education for 
Girls* it la a  groat Pity but that good 
hoarding Sahoola were erected for thon 
at ailllamsburgh and other towns #n®0
Hugh .Tones has boon recognised as fearless in M s  
opinions and vigorous intellectually# Go ono could have 
expressed M e  hopes for the college in qu&intor words 
than# 51 *tie hoped# that in a few years It will# like 
the folia free# grew to the greater perfection under the 
weighty obstacles that lead it“# Although Ur* Jones 
returned to Virginia from England# he soon moved to 
Maryland where ho wc*rtoad se&lously in M s  ntoiofcorial 
duties at st« Stephen's Parish in Cecil County until M s
39* B. Jones, fko Present State o£ Virginia, p* 06 
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After the raaSn tuia.as.Eis was finally roetorod to 
3.783# tho Oollego oonttouod to gem so that# by 1789# 
tho fcruatoesfaad established a aohcol of saarod theology 
and had added another school of philosophy# £hoy also 
hod a {jrsGsraar sehool* This gave too number of schools 
and profess or® provided f o r . to the shorter# ee too 0ol» 
logo was now tranoferred by too two living# of tho orlg» 
tool# trustees, Judos Blair and Stephen Pouaco# to too 
president and Castors or prof ossere who on February 37# 
1786 booatne tho aweoutive body of tho oolloeo* fh© 
loQlolatlvo funstlon was Tested to too Board of 7 1 altera® 
’O h o record booh of t h o . Society from August 1789 to June 
17Sd hoo been presorted# Because tho cooiofcy foraod tho 
oxooutlTO body# most of their sieottogo wore talxxa up 
with affaire conooraino daily aetatoistratioa ouoh ae die* 
oipliaa# ruloe and roQalatioas# reports froa tho bursar# 
cjuootioao pertaining to t m a n t o #  route# osd lands*
Bo description is given of toe ooureoo offered and stooo o 
tooro wore n o  oatalocuoo of B U l l a s  and Dory# Halo, or 
Harvard# thla period is obscure to all tho colonial ocl- 
logoc as to to© epoeifio subjects taught.
se* &  .UMiffi a t  m m  °«w
' xn 19S0 whon tho tranoios m o  node* w *  Soma 
Dials* m o  efclil president* 2ho too wetas*© la tho tho- 
oIog? eohaol w a r n  Bisrtholoss® fafcao, professor of Divin­
ity, and rvma&o Fontaine* Profoeoor of driontal Son* 
Caasee* la tho school of philjoophys AlaKanSoi* Irwlno 
tauefefc safchesattoo and Br* wiiliaia S a m o a  of Gsfond' 
fcaucfct moral and intolloofcual philosophy* ffa c Z m a Ery 
oas the Kaeter of tho G r a m o r  sohool,00 and probably 
tnacht Xiotln sod <Jr©ols* Booloeloetlool M e t e r y  probably 
entered into tfao instrtiotim in tho eohool of theology* 
Few, if osyjetoasgps:. were, end® la tho e m r l e u l a  of the 
other colonial oollogoo dnrino tho prewBsmitttioaeiry. 
period* She © a m  is apparently true of trillion os*a nary*
Ono taon of this period lo oleeely associated with 
tho tiicfcerloal ©todies in that ha was* libs Hugh Jonas, 
interested inhiotorloal material on Virginia, and wot© 
a M o  fcory of the early ooleny* William stith m o  born 
in VirGlnia in 1909. SEo was the a m  of William stith 
and Gary Randolph* "Caughtor of William Randolph i s m  
shorn Jefferson, Oorehall and ho® « s w  descended*3*04 ■ 
Gilliam stith studies first in tho Grasnar school at 
Gilliam and Sary* In 1904 ho wont to England and bosom 
a student at Quoon*© College, ®af©rd* cron that tMimp*
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sity he graduated first inX72S with the degree of B* A* 
fw© years later he received his Master1 a degree# 'Be ' 
studied for the ministry and was'ordained in'the jspisco* 
pal Church# In 1731 he was appointed a member of the’' 
faculty of William and Mary# though it is not certain ' 
what, subjects he taught at this time# In 1738 he was 
called to take charge of Henrico Parish# where he lived 
at the OXebe near Carina# It was while he was living 
here that he wrote his History ‘of Virginia which will: 
he 'discussed later# He was selected as president of the 
College of William and Mary# He qualified for that posi~ • 
tion on August 14# 1730# Mr* Stith thus became the third 
president of the College# Mr# Blair had died in 1740 and 
was succeeded by the Bev* William Haws on vho died in 
17QS.35 While president of the College, Hr* Stith 
served as minister to York * Hatton Parish in York 
County#. M&a -service to the' college was cut short by his 
death in September 178$#
'Mr# stith* s place in a discussion of the history 
ioal studios rests upon his one contribution# fhe Max­
tor y of the First Discovery and settlement of Virginia* 
Being an Bssay toward a Ceneral History of the Colony*
mMi in m w w  *mmm u in n m n »h.i uSUrn _ « * — ■ inu*im w « o»i mmn im » .M n »»«w«»iiii8«i»« m « i» i i  iw tm w i mum iro n m ra m n w  II M. iOfo , . -
this history was printed in 'Williamsburg in 1747 by WiX~
33* Oeneral Catalogue of the Oollege of William and
'frm w w Hii! m i w i i t n j i i i i in mmmmtt i .miw m x 'm  m iw u w  wn w n a iina w n w ii i .mn'i i ' n  ' \ . . m  w
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lioa garbs,. tii# profs©© to the hook is date#
nVariRa, Beoesaber 10, ITdS®* B© states la this grofae© 
that tils aatortal has boon grant* largely frora Goptain 
Saith*© works, tat that it is based also on Sir John Bair*, 
dolgfe*© Oolleotlon of ffutoliok Papers* Be had qoooob to. 
a  '’full and fair a a m a o r t p t  of the toadon esapany*© re­
cord© o M o h  was oocnmalcatod to m  fey tho late worthy 
President of oar Oeunail, tho Honorable m i i l a n  Byrd*. 
£©q*w8^ Bis history which is divided into five "boobs" 
instead of chapters, deals in groat detail with tho tea- 
don ScEipony and the first years of the oolony. Zt aovors 
the notorial only to the year 1606, so he nay have looked 
upon this voliEse as the first port of a detailed general 
history of the colony up to a later date, Be was not at 
oil friendly toward King James X#, Be speaks of that 
gentlenjaa in no unoertata terns}, but ho osplaino thus, 
"and X take it to he tho m i s  pert of tho feuty and Of« 
flee of an Historian to paint Ken and i M a g e  in their 
true and lively o d o u r s ”.88 m * . stith felt that som». 
thing should fee dene with the material© of history in 
Virginis before they wore loot or destroyed*. Shoa,. too, 
he ©agrees©© hicself as feeing dissatisfied with every*, 
thing yet published eroepting "tho eroellont but confused
Si*. ®*. stith,,. History of Virginia*, title page .
37* ibid*, preface, p* 4 
86*. ibid*. p, 6 * V
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materials left us la Capi# Smith’s Bisfcory% Bo oon- 
tienc, too, la tho preface that ho had colled tho atten­
tion of tho Bouse of Burgoflsoo to tho "raoldoring and 
dangerous ototo of some of their papers", m &  that tho 
members had taken the matter under consideration to have 
them reviewed and transcribed#®8 Hr# stith mast, there­
fore, he given credit for cultivating the study of his­
tory himself} for writing history for the perusal of 
others} and for interesting others in the preservation 
of rcoords and doeuments, tho historical date of the 
colony#
Only one incident is tho pre-Revolutionary period 
throve light on the trend on the part of tho Visitors of 
the College toward a more liberal curriculum# In 1770 
the Visitors proposed a  reorganisation which would have 
Introduced the elective system into 'Hie College# Sony 
of tho Board of Visitors w©r© Virginians who had m  in­
terest in tho classical curriculum which hod boon copied 
from English universities# They wore brought up in tho 
colonial atmosphere of freedom from restraint and felt 
that oven education might tee developed to moot their 
needs# hike Harvard and Yale, William and Qary had con­
tinued tho traditional schools of elassics, philosophy, 
and theology# promotions were made from the grammar
89# Stith, Biatgg Of ffrgfata# p* 8, p* o
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or olaeoiool school into tho others* this ruling had 
boon followed 'very strictly b y  tho faculty, many of whca 
had boon* from time to tits®, graduates of Oxford and 
Cambridge* The Visitors undertook in tha spring of 1770 
to rooocmend to the Faculty that this order of promotion 
fron tho Classical school ho pot sold©* M s  would per­
mit students to enter tho mathematical school (under ., 
philosophy) without any classical training, provided they 
had acquired a thorough foundation in "vulgar0 arithme­
tic and provided, of course, that the parents or guard­
ians wanted that privilege* such &  change would have 
made on opening for other innovations* Tho result might 
have bees a more extended end liberal curriculum in 1779 
instead of 1779, but the faculty refused to accept the 
plan. Tho proceedings of tho faculty for May @3, 1770 
ore taken up with tho question* The answer of the fac­
ulty ie given in detail, shewing that they folfe' there 
was grout danger in mixing subjects and that tho old 
prescribed foramls m e t  b e  adhered to* their opinion 
«nes
"That the plan * * . * • *  Mfehort© ap­
proved of in most diversities, as well 
as in the Statutes of William and Mary 
Ooliogo, consist in the pursuit, first, 
of tho Classical knowledge} second,. of 
Philosophy - Satural and Moral} m &  
lastly, of such solonooe as aro to be­
come tho Business of tho students
S©G® <S2*
f
during the reminder of their Mvos.0^ ®
She sequel to this Initial attempt at liborollsa- 
tie© woe tho reorganisation which took place in ITT© and 
ehloh will be dlsensoed in another chapter*
4©# asnatea of the Fabulty* (1730 - 1734), p# 19©
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Chapter 111*' 
fha Study and Teaching of History
T T W W T S a B
From its founding# the dolleg© of William and Mary 
was probably tho most liberally endowed of any in Month 
America* On the eve of, the H©volution, it was the weal- 
thlest of the colleges, having been the benefactor time 
and again of royal, colonial, and private contributions# 
For a long time the only seat of higher learning in the 
colony# it had become distinguished not for its large 
number of students# but for the prominence and -valuable 
service of its graduates in all phases of colonial lead­
ership* It was looked upon by many as an establishment 
of the Church of England since the Visitors wore of that 
church and the professors had to' subscribe to its thirty** 
ning Articles*^ ft was# at least#, for the few# the aria* 
toe ratio# and not adapted to the needs of the great mass 
of the people# The attempt of the Visitors to effect a 
change In the curriculum in 1VTO failed as has already 
been stated# But there were those who realised by 17TO 
that the very life and permanence of the m m  republican 
institutions of government in the process of format!on
mm
1* H. A* Washington* The Writings of T h o m  s Jefferson* 
Vol* It p* 48 ~ ~ ------------ — — --------
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depended upon the intelligence of the people# Foremoat 
among these was Thomas Jefferson* wbeae pioneering' spirit 
and democratic ideals led. M m  to take a bold step, on be# 
half on education in Virginia'# Early in 1V76# a committee 
of which he was a meaner was appointed by the general as# 
sexrbly for a general revision of the laws and they took 
the subject of education under consideration* The result 
was that Jefferson' proposed a new general system of edu­
cation for the whole state# and Including establishments 
of three different grades —  the first was a provision 
for -the organisation of primary schools over the state# 
the second grade a system of academies and collages for. 
higher training and preparation for the third grade or 
the university* A further proposal was to amend the char­
ter or constitution of William and Mary so that this col­
lege might eMsrge its field of work to include the Whole
2
sphere of sciences and so' become in fact a university*.' 
Jefferson** proposals were not acted on by the Assembly* 
due# so he felt# to the opposition of the M s  center s in 
the Assembly and to the anhealihful climate of the Penin­
sula* Jefferson soon had the opportunity to carry out 
M s  plan- for some form of reorganisation for William- -and 
Iswy# which 'he explains thus %
the first of June 1WS* 1 was ap­
pointed governor of the Ccmonwe&lth and
0* H* A# Washington# The Writings of Thomas Jefferson.* 
tel* 1# p* 48 ■ —  — - --
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retired from the legislature* * Being elec­
ted# else* ©Be of the Visitors of William 
and Mary College, a self-electing body* I 
affected during my 'residence' in Williams­
burg that year# a change -In the organisa­
tion of that, institution by abolishing the 
drummer school# and the two professorships 
of Eivinity and Oriental languages* and 
substituting a‘professorship' of l&W"and 
Police, one of Anatomy# Medicine#. and Chem­
istry* ' and' one ' of ■ Modern Ssnguages! and 
the charter, confining ,us to six professors# 
we added law of 'Mature and nations and the 
Fine .Arts to the duties of the Moral phi­
losophy professor! and natural history to 
the professor of $&theinatt0s and Mature1 
Philosophy#™
Jefferson states in his notes on Virginia that the 
Visitors having m  right to change the regulations which 
war© fixed by the charter, they could not add to- the num­
ber of professors, but they changed the subjects to be 
taught by each one#- its reason for abolishing the gram­
mar school was that the admission of young students to 
learn hatia and Oreek filled the college with ** children*1# 
made life less satisfactory for students prepared for en­
tering the sciences* and exhausted the revenues of the
4college Just to train beginners#
in his reorganisation of the curriculum* Jefferson 
was ably assisted by the president* .Bair# James Madison# 
Without his active assistance^ little could have been ao- 
coi o^llshed even by Jefferson# James Madison# later to
3* H# a* Washington# The Writings of Ihomae Jefferson* 
Vol# S# p# 50
4* Tm Jefferson# Motes on the State of Virginia# p# 2B3
become Bishop of Virginia* was hersi near fori Republic*
t
Virginia#- on August 0?# 1749* He attended an Academy to 
Maryland and entered William’ and ' M&ry to 1V6S#' gi*aduabtng 
with honors to  I  WE# Me was in terested  to  law and etu* 
died that subject# About i?$3 &#■became>professor of 
natural philosophy and mathematics to  the College* to  
X7V8 lie went to  BftgX&hd for Holy Orders*' Me was'made the 
first Virginia Bishop of the BpiacopaX Church* these dn> 
ties* with those of the presidency of the College to 
which he was appointed to XV W #  might have consumed the 
entire time of one man* Madison* however* continued hie 
classes and undertook to carry out the new curriculum*
According to Bishop Meade* he gave up hopes of reviving
sthe church or improving the corrupt clergy* Els efforts 
at the deliege* however* met with success# the doliege' 
became known as an institution with %  curriculum broader 
than that of any of its eontemponariesf t Dr* Madison ? 
waa of a scientific turn of mind# taking special interest 
to maps and geography* Me mad# a map of Virginia .from 
his survey#* .called ^Madison* s map% which was for a long 
time the standard map of the state* He was* with Profess 
sor Robert Andrews# a commission from Virginia to meet a 
like commissi on from Maryland to draw the-boundary line 
between these states* at which time the termini of the,
8# Bishop Meade#, did 'families and Churches of Virginia#
- foi# i* pp* i e T W T t r ^   ~  — ?
8* William and Mary Bulletin 1* Ho* 4* p* 11
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Mason and .Dixon Xinewera agreedcupon# .Ho should bo re­
membered as a contributor to geographical 'material and 
taowledge* a necessary adjtmctto the historical studios* 
At his death in 18X2$ he had served the College for 
toXriy-fiv© years# through the economic crisis and deprea-
i V
Sion following the Resolution on the on© hand and through
the f orwtod-iooking' crisis of such a liberalisation of the
organisation and curriculum that it became #uni4ue in its
7absolute freedom11#
In the summer of 1780 Dr* Bara 'Stiles of Tale wrote 
to president Madison of William and Mary asking for infer- 
mat!on'as to the history of toe college* the professors* 
tod to© branches they taught a© well as some idea of the 
course of liberal education used in the College in Vir­
ginia# -.At the same time Dr* Stiles explained that Vale 
had a president* two professors (on© of Divinity and an­
other of Philosophy) and three.tutors# neither Harvard 
nor Vale at tola time were holding public aommenoaments 
due to to© difficulties arising from the war*® Dr* 
Madison*© answer* written on August X* 1780# is interest* 
ing and instructive* B© mentioned that most of toe re­
venues of the College were lost during to© war# but states 
that too change' recently made in toe curriculum nwiXX ran-
7*' William and fiary 'Bulletin V* Wo* 4* p* 11 
8* E* stiles# J?he Literary Diary# Vol# IX* p# 440
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der tills Seminary infinitely' mom beneficldX”* ' fhe work 
of. the formor* ooufso in the classics is now to be taught 
in various schools in the state “from whence men propen-
ly qualified the students are to be sent to the University”* 
the School of Divinity has been dropped because ”it is now 
thought that establishments, if favored of any particular' 
sect m o  incompatible With the Freedom of a. Republic and#
» »
The fact that a knowledge of the ancient languages was no 
longer required,for admission* and that students might
* y - ; • ,  > • *
make their own selections of classes and the number and 
order of the lectures attended must have seemed an iano- 
vation to Br* stiles* ho 'enumerates the professorships 
in 1780 which allows In comparison with Tale a very full* 
well-balanced curriculum* History* as such* is not men­
tioned* but Jefferson had the. belief* as expressed later 
in his plans for the Hut varsity* that history, being inter­
woven with politics -and law could be included with those* 
and' for the ' same. reason the ■ school of modern - languages 
could also cover modern history tod modern geography#^
It was presumably under such an arrangement that Louis 
Buk: Girardin became in 1803 professor of modern languages*
' 'i '
history* and geography# on5 June 8* 1784 Jefferson visited 
Dr* Stiles* Jefferson-.was on his way to Boston, to embark
9* B*' stiles* the Literary Mary# Vox# tx$ pp# 448 - 47
19# Jefferson and Cabell* University of Virginia* Appen­
dix H, p* 481   ~  — „
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far France but, although many pro a slag problems must .haw 
been discussed by these two. intellectually alert men# Dr# 
gbiles relates in his Mery,' only those facts which he had 
learned about William and Mary* fh© chief point© which 
aro concerned with this study, have already boon told#
On© not©a that Jefferson must h&y© mentioned specifically 
the president, also professor of mathematics and natural 
philosophy, and the professor of law who was also at tor* 
ney general of the. abate Of these men Jefferson writes 
from Paris in 1788*
,irfh© professor of Mathematics‘and Ha-* 
tural philosophy there ' |Mr* Madison) is a' 
man of'great abilities, and their appara­
tus is a very fine one# Mr* Bellini, pro­
fessor of Modern Languages, is also a fin© 
one# But the pride of the institution is 
Mr* Wythe, one of the chancellors of the 
state -and'professor of-law at the college* 
He is one of the greatest men of the age 
#*#*** he gives lectures regularly -and 
holds moot courts and.Parliament© wherein 
he presides and the young men debate reg­
ularly in law and legislation# learn the 
rules' of parliamentary procedure end. so*
. quire the habit of publid speaking*****
®h© Society# after the reorganisation went into-
effect# was composed of the fellowingf
1* James Madison, D* D* -# President and 
Professor of Batura! Philosophy and 
Mathematics
2# aeorg© Wythe* Db*b*. **- Professor of 
Daw andPoXice.
11* E* Stiles, Mterary Mary, IfoX* i n
12* H# A* Washington, fhe writings of Jefferson* ¥©!#
3* James MCClurg, M# X>* — ' Professor of 
Medicine 'and anatomy*
4* Hobart Andrews# A* $4* -- Professor o f ' 
Moral philosophy* the t*m of Mature 
and of - nations, and of Fine -Arts
5# Charles Bellini —  Professor of Modern 
languages
6# The. Professorship of Brafferton ceased 
to exist soon after the end of the He- 
volution when the proceeds from that 
estate were diverted from the College 
by ingland
The first professor of history after the reorgami- 
sat ion In 1770# of whom anything is taown* was Mr* Louis 
Hue Gir&raxn*3*^ ir* Girardim*© early -li fo and training 
are rather obscure, hut what is known leads on© to be­
lieve that he could be an interesting teacher of history* 
He went to William and Mary in 1883 and Is listed in the 
catalogues as professor of modern languages* A newspaper 
notice in the Virginia Argus of February 12, 1083 states $
nM&'s- !*#■ B* ;0irardin is appointed in 
this College# Teacher' of the Modern Ban- 
guagea and Becturer in Geography and His­
tory*1 |By order of President and Pro­
fessors)^
The proceedings of the faculty (1784 - 1817) -are 
lost# but the item quoted was evidently correct in as 
much as Mr* Girardln himself in a literary magazine which
13* General Catalogue 11874) p* 01
William and Maryc College quarterly* Vol* 7# p* 121 
■ qubtea ;hy fir’*rt'XT‘ §* xyler....... * 
to HtrtUthod called AmooalfcafceOi, to opooto of htasolf 
a# *%at© professor of Geography and Statory of f/illiasa 
and sary College0*18 CP# (HssMIs t w g M  at tsilliea ana 
nary less than too years (1805) when to wont to Riohssona. 
It w a  about this tlcso that to began his literary work 
on Amoanltatos booauso in April of that year tho P.lahaonQ 
Eaattfirer. woll-known newspaper of that fcirao, gave an ac­
count of hta life and training, fto paper sot Its Infor- 
nation froa a friend of Qirardln# tot whoso taarao la not 
naentionoa. Aooordlng to this sketch. ho was oduoafcod In 
France# first by «  privato tutor# tho dirootor of a  oonas- 
tery. Ho won In literary eoofcata# was interested in law 
and studied first at the university then with a praoti- 
tioner in Paris* Tho French Revolution offered little 
GSKioursgeaeiift to e young m m  of the legal profession# so 
he lived on in Paris studying literature* Bo beoarae in­
terested also in Boicnsso and continued writing* Shough a 
friend of rational liberty# ho dieliboS the disorder and 
corruption in Franco at the time* Rooouoo to wrote and 
spoke aoainot the Eabospierrean reglcra# he was forood to 
flee from France * Eventually to found his way Into the 
United states# though at what tine is nob clear.
fhlle in Biehooad# he conducted & private school
fag© $£#
and at ill later he had one at Milton, in Albeit&rlo County
 not ■•f'ar----from- Monticello* - -While. in Richmond ho- also he**
oamo a partner of ir* John Burk in-the Argus* a journal 
that had been established in the city* Mr* Burk was 
writing a history of Virginia of which he had finished 
three volume* when he was killed in. a duel in 1808**^
Mr* Cirardia decided to continue and finish what Hr*
Burk had commenced* A© a result. Hr* Glrar&In became 
known not only as a history teacher, an educator, but 
as a Virginia historian as well* It is perhaps his 
friendship with Jefferson that has brought his name be* 
fore history students rather than M s  historical or 11* 
terary works for they are not well known*
fh© fourth volume of Burk * s History of Virginia 
which Mr# Olrar&ln was working on in 1816'* 16, covers 
the Revolutionary period in Virginia from the time of 
Dunmore* a hostilities through the surrender of Cornwallis* 
fhls embraced the period that-Jefferson served as governor 
of Virginia* Mr* Clrardln used :th© materials In the lib­
rary at Monticello for this portion of the work* In a 
letter written in 1815, Mr* Jefferson tells the historian 
how he wished to be treated by the writers of history*
"fhe only exact testimony of a man is 
his actions, leaving- the reader to pro** 
nounce on them his own judgment* in anti**
IV* William and Mary College Quarterly* Vol* IX (21
wrnnft iij iv m iiumiJiii! mv in w y w riM * ' rntm/mm+tmmmmim-
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oipatlng this, too little is safer than 
too much; and :I' sincerely assure you that 
you will please me most by a rigorous 
suppression of all'friendly partialities**1^-®
Of a studious, cultivated-mind, ££r* Glrardin spent
much time and thought on this work# He goes into great
*
detail in places so that the volume contains nineteen
t
chapters or 538 pages# His language is polished .and
■* . * 
tivatedj M s  style, at the time# elegant $ but'perhaps a
trifle flowery# His prefatory remarks, written at the
Hermitage near Staunton, Bovember IB, 1816, express bet*
ter than can be explained otherwise M s  ideas end ideals
as a writer of Virginia*© historyi
■^ Indeed X would not presume to as* 
sign any particular bounds to a good his* 
tory of Virginia# *£he field is Indefi* 
nitely vast| and successfully to ex* 
plor© the Immende area, and delineate 
with elegance and accuracy the many in* 
ter eating and noble vistas which, as we 
progress through it# burst here and 
there upon the *mind*;s ©ye1, would ro* 
quire the long exertions of the most 
vigorous intellect**^
Mr* Burk'had dedicated his history to Thomas Jef* 
ferson* Mr* Girardin did likewise#' and In a manner so 
striking that it seems worthy of reproduction hereg
18* H* S* Band all# The life of Thomas Jefferson* Vol*
• P T ' T  m .  - A t \ e t  m m m m m  ' i r . - . j . i r - j r a r . - i  « * * ■ * *  — -tt-m i n V .r im m in tfv  - w f t w m i M .  . . j i . j  u j  .m u  m .Ill# p* dB©
■ * ?
19* j. Burk, .History of Virginia* Vol* IV# Preface
Page 84*
«To
Thomas Jefferson'
The Obliging neighbor 
The Warm, Hind, Indulgent Friend, 
as well * as 
The'Active Patriot,
The Able Statesman 
, and
The Mberal Philosopher# 
the Following Continuation of 
The History of Virginia 
. originally - and justly - 
Dedicated to Him#
IB Respectfully inscribed
.&# H*afrardinn20
Various comments have been made about Girardin1© 
history* Henry bee* son of ^Mghthorsa Harry*1 bee, 
though speaking of Mr* Girardin*s cultivated mind and 
studious habits# thinks that he was much too sealous %n 
justifying Jefferson*s actions# particularly as governor* 
Mr*, bee*© striking comment was?’
f,Mr* Girardin# transformed from a wan­
dering pedagogue# into a modern Polybius# 
totally unacquainted with the body of our 
traditions# ****** received his {[Jefferson 
memoranda' as Bybilllne- leaves*^ and all his 
hints as oracular responses
Mr* bee# It might b© added#, was not a great friend 
or admirer of Jefferson*
20* J* Burk* History of Virginia# Vol* If# Title Page
21* w* 0* Ford, 0orrespondence of Thomas Jefferson {IVTO** 
1826) foot' h51§7'^ * 2S f^ubwCTr&M Ob* 
aervatlons on the writings of Thomas Jefferson, p* 139
@r* Jefferson himself gm® too eppoalto view to 
iMa roopoot* to iMt Hr* m m r& im  applied for toe p*itt» 
oip&IsMgi 0f BMttooM Beltoge.* A tfr* faMao ffetltiiia* 
toterested in hmildtog up thie MttogOt wrote to Wt9 Jef­
ferson with regard to the opfiiomut* Sir* Jefferson* in 
lit© letter of Mpterib** iS# Utt* otaMiotorisoo Olrardte 
o© a okoi of superior m^ereiaa&tog* an %naellei3t tottolst*1# 
a. *Oreek stoolar11* %etor and oorroot to M s  morals and &«* 
pc&toaxxfc0# Bo toon adds* ^to&oed M e  Motor# of Virginia 
afford© to Itself ©uffloiaut matter for tho trustees to 
Judge for tosmselre# of toe espssittos of M i  «stodf?#^'
Hr* Oirsrdto was appointed to toe position mentioned 
to too fall of M8Q$ to&wtag M e  reis of Mat or tan to ¥0* 
i «  ©goto dthe pedagogue11# Of ir* Glrardtoto position at 
as and Her#* oowral eonelmsienti ma# to drawn* It 
was too first t toe Mater# is ©esitieiied in a. diet toot 
ehair* though. eedbtoed with other oi&Jaato* . SMs Meter# 
oosdtitidO with too modern languagea ;ms#, doubtless* a dif* 
forest Mod of Mat or# from too religious Mater# wMto 
would nmturail# ton© toon taught to- some o&tent to all 
eelleges wift* a MHocA of diMoitf* flh© eosMaatlctt of 
Mater? and geo$M$tqr toouM to noted a© a dlaiiMt 
tha&att cieegrtipis# to too earl# meeM/mbum was t&ugfct to 
owoootion with taatoofm&ti©#® to too m m ® that too urn®
88* w* 0* Ford*
m f 0 tis
8 3 * ft* B# M am s* t» p# IB
of naps.eafi globes ®as a part; of oatoeaatiool lastrustiaa* 
E'esay prefoeeone of s&ihosotics 0 0?© also nop naSono* arrang 
then Dp« fasso UaflisoB* -It ©as tsssh lotos? that G Q o z p a t & w  
and hiotony cero oosMaoG at ¥al©«
After Kr« ©tnardto caovofi to Blcbnona In 1C06* the 
Mofcory sources tlhioh fee had undoubtedly taught cor© «&* 
lOBOd to lapse* toora is no nooora of any funtoor at* 
toqpt to procure a professor' fa? history until 101©* At 
a ceottog of too Society on Eovesfeor 1* 101©* ©s>* 3* August* 
in© Ss&th* toon president* anaounoed toot during too aura* 
e»f too chad mx8,& ovory inquiry for a Bsltahle poroon to 
fill too m v  ohaia? of aiefcory and Hunanlty0. !3o f&rtoor
said that fco boliovoa the Sen* Eouel Uoito m o  too soot 
satiofeofcony poreon that o e a M  fee totstood# rhorotrpoa 
too soolofey r©soloed* '’that ttr* Eoito to® appointed lea* 
tuner and that the president he requested to infora Mbs 
by letter of this Eoeoluttcca”*®* an* Edith no© born in 
Versenfc. thile clortetag in a star® in Troy, Be® SofIe* be 
beosce totoroafcefi in tto© Episcopal Qhurch* uo proponed 
for ecHego* entering ift&aiebury Gollogo to 1 0 H *  shove 
ha sbosod groat proaloo m &  graduated oito highest honor a* 
Iston robust to health* he decided to 0 0m  south and be* 
cam© a tutor to a private feraily to Prtooo Ooongo County* 
tringtoia# At the sera tirae h© b o s o m  a lay nooiSor to too 
parish to eMois ho ©as lining and eonttoao© to is?opcro
86* Ktoutoo of tho FSSulty 11019 * 182©)* pp* 33* 30
Page
himself for the ministry* Returning to Vei'amant? ho be* 
dam© a tutor at Middlebury* In 181? h© was ordained by 
Bishop Moor© in Alexandria* For a vhile he ©erred as as* 
slstant in the church at Georgetown* B* 0* A net? eongro* 
gatlon was soon formed through the efforts, of ;m p* Ketth#^® 
He worked soaXeusly in this parish until some time in 
1800 when he resigned to accept the professorship of his* 
tory and humanities* Bis reluctance at leaving his parish 
is expressed in his letter of acceptance* dated February 
19* 1800 and addressed to_the .president:
**I have consulted my friends'and X 
trust sought direction from Sim who is 
the Fountain of all wisdom* and am at 
last fully convinced that I ought to 
unite with the Friends'and Faculty of 
your college In labouring to sustain 
and increase its reputation and useful* 
ness#1
Be was evidently preparing for his work at that 
time* because he continues in'this letter*
1 wish the Society would decide 
as soon as practicable respecting the 
Books which are to be used in my course 
of instruct ion*1
He and Professor Campbell of the College had decided 
on Horace* Xenophon* Cicero* and Homer for the languages 
and Hum©1© History of England# He adds* however:
85* W# A* B» Goodwin, History of the theological Seminary 
Viygiala* p« 54?"“^ ™
“f  © this list x ©©aid Ute> t© & m  
8 ©ok which X tea©© not eina© my rotcra*
fafiG 60*
BtglaaS ’s betters on Hie tor? * it oon- 
Sists ©f one Isp's® voXume"anti is 1» ay 
3«3oasat a vary ©ell ©jjeoutod and vain* 
able bock* Xt ie aeoiened ©a an intr©- 
duo tion to the afcndy of Histcry*"6®
HHAd is tlis .instsn#0 £@tm$ til Mi# sfoo^ inIjb
of fcho toll ago to this time In which authors and titloe 
of specific history tests ars used* Blgland'e betters 
on History aeoms not to haw® been used i n  eouraoo ohookod
in the other colXGgoa* A G  a  isafctor of fact* ar# Keith
did not use teat test at tH2.XS.am and llsry £ m  on Sovsnfcor 
1 3 #  XSS© the following entry is found in tfao recordst
“Resolved that the RiatorloaX ©ours© 
oorsaenos as soon as a ©Xass can he formed*
in the ©coat of which the first text hooks
shall he hubjs'o History ©f England and 
Ramsay*a *« »* —
Xt was not until Rovosber 1 B 1821* bosovar,, that
W e # Keith was ready to tali© charge of M s  Glasses* hav­
ing boon prevented by iitoeoe fro® so doing# On that - 
d ay he- rast the society and the first r e c e d e d  sotedulo ' 
for history lecture® at William end Mary v t m  stated as 
felloes*
fncefisy )
"on Thursday I Historical eiaeees at 
Saturday I X @*®I©0k f* M*®«®
26* Minutes ©r the faculty (1617 - 1830)* pp« 46# 47
at* ibid* p» m
86* ibid* Z», 166
,  / tag© 60#
It should, be roQenSsorod that Ik*#' Ciipardia taught M s *
' toey from 180» to 1905, but since th® record book of the 
Society is missing fu#* that period nothing definite* is 
known about the ©lasses end tests* Hr* Eoith taught fcho 
brasailtioe as well go Mshery# H© gave fchre© looturos a 
weok in history m &  thro© in the else alas, ES** Eeith»a 
official® with the College began cm Dooaafoor
$0 1621 when he qualified &e a professor is that insti­
tution*®® His work at William and £?ary lasted only about 
two years* * Baeldes teaching the classes mentioned, he 
eras to teach divinity and resolve aanatdatoe for tho 
ministry* this w&a s» esporiraant in eeisblisMng a the­
ological seminary at Williamsburg, but as only ono candi­
date presented Massif in two year a, the whole m &  termed 
a failure* Hr* Baltic being interested in'the oork of a 
theological eohool9 withdrew from the dollsg© and became 
identlfiod with fcho Seedn®ry at MeaasMrla*®® tSion being 
built, where ho remained until M s  death in X©42« H© was 
on accurate scholar, learned m  the languages* ills fcrano- 
lotion of n©aaat©»berg*3 ehrisfcoXo&y from the Sermon was1 » ^  *•* :ttwmnwwi W Wi<wri»Wi|gaB^
considered -a very adcvir&blo piece of work# ©so library 
of William and Story had ono copy which at present Is
®A professor m & a n o t  officially a tnoribsr of fcho faculty 
until he had subscribed to the ©atrty-nlno Articles*
26, Ednutes of the faculty (161? • 1829), p »  101
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llafcod as missing* $h© €S©lleg©> now aooaa 'to hawo no 
lifcorery contribution of the professor of whoso classes 
in history# tost hookas and schedule of lectures fcbaro 
4a fcho first aeourato j?saoM*Si ®»* Keith *3 wdg% m m  a  
diafcinefc oonfcribufcion. to fcho annals of Iditory at the 
College* It shows that instruction in Ames? loan history 
antod&toa that of asp other ©@11®®© b y  more than &  Co* 
cado* Xt was in 1642 that fcho first appearance of &aari* 
can history is noticed in fcho ourriauluni at Harvard, and 
than it was glvan in ths f o m  of lectures to the seniors 
b y  Professor Jared Sparks*38 Mr* Edith tried to discover 
and examine n«w hooks -with a view to go thins the aoefc 
aulfc&ble ones* Hie success as a  professor for w m $  years 
at fcho Theologies! Seminary gives one an insight into 
qualities that mast haws m d e  his classes at William and 
Kary much worthwhile*
After Mr# Keith »© departure# history m s  again 
dropped tree the rooorda for several years# This does 
not moon that fcho interest in teaching history fclior© had 
waned# The years 18GS to 4820 were years of oaemomia de« 
prQsaien, at least for the College# The years from 1818 
to 188B m m  years of agitation o w r  the school question 
in Virginia* The plans fee the University were opposed
31* See Faculty stnutsa already motioned*
32* a* B. Adams# study of History in AEorieraa Colleges, 
P* 80
Page 61#
at William and and at last in desperation* a
movement .approved by most of the professors and some of 
the- fisttor© was started for the removal of William and 
Mary to Richmond**5^  the fear that the College might be­
come on© in status with about nine other college© planned 
by Jefferson*© schemes had a disorganizing effect* Jef­
ferson was known to think of the college wnot as a pri* 
wate* institution* but as a public charity11*^ whose po-‘ 
sitl<m and resources were* therefore* under the control 
of the state or should be* according to his argument#
In spite of these depressing incidents* William and Mary 
was* in 1828* ready "to make definite provision for his­
tory and intrusted its teaching to one of her own 
graduates*
awy<l*i II uHUi itfT ?»1») gewi PiCOiw i w# l »|i .
83* Jefferson and .Gabell* t&ilirerelty of Virginia* p*
142 # 143 * ---------------
34# ibid* p« 80S
3S* ibid* p* 80S 
Also p* 882
Fag© 6 2 *
Chapter I?# 
the atuCy and teaching of History
After* the departure of Mr* Keith* history was 
again dropped from the records of the faculty for some 
years* although that may not moan that no history was 
taught# A clipping from a newspaper explaining brief­
ly the courses offered in 1826 shows that the follow- , 
ing were taughtt the humanities* including languages* 
grammar and the'higher classicsj law and polio©! moral 
philosophy including grammar* logic* rhetoric* ethics* 
and belles let tree* philosophy of the mind* principles 
of natural and national law and political economy! 
mathematics! and natural philosophy* including physics* 
chemistry* and sciences of all kinds Bo mention was 
mad© of any historical subjects such as taught by Hr# 
Keith* but the term wMstoryn is used %> seldom in many 
of the records that on© cannot be awe* there was a 
possibility that history was combined with national law 
and political ©oonomy or with the higher classics#
One of william and Mary5a own graduates was to
1# Minutes of the Faculty (181? - 1830)* p# B m
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pub the historical' subject© oh a permanent footing* not 
only by teaching history*, hut by preparing his own text 
and reference books# On July 4, 1820 the faculty minutes 
statei
nResoXvedt that the degree of 
Bachelor of Arts be conferred on Benja­
min F* Stewart and Thomas B# Dew* stu­
dents of this College.#1^  ■,.'■■
Thomas Roderick Pew was horn at ^BewsviXXe1** his 
father1'© plantation in King and Queen County* Virginia 
on Beeember 5* 1802* Bis father* Thomas Dew* was orig­
inally from Maryland* but his mother* buoy Gatewood Pew* 
was a native of ling and Queen County# This part of . 
Virginia was very sparsely settled at this time* so there 
were few neighbors and little community life* Dew prob­
ably entered the College of William and Mary very young* 
did -some preparatory work there* and graduated i n : 1680 - 
at the age of eighteen# Four years later he received 
his Master1© degree also from William and Mary*^ He 
traveled, in Europe for two years*. There is no record 
that he studied at any college or university* but Judg­
ing from the work he. did later* he must have read widely 
both In the literature and history of many nations* His 
chief interest* apparently* was in the customs* Instltu-
8* Minutes of the Faculty (181? - 1829)f p# 56 
3* General Catalogue of William and Mary for 1855
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ticks# religions* laws* and economic conditions among 
various peoples# The next, definite record we have of 
Thomas B* Bow is m  item to too proceedings of to© 
faculty for October 1?# 18261
’•fhomas R* Bow who was yesterday 
appointed professor of Political % m  
produced a certificate of his quali­
fications and there upon took his 
seat at the board# ”4
The word **M story*1 is not used in to© schedule 
of class hours stated to to© faculty minutee# but to a 
newspaper clipping advertising the courses offered for 
the year* Professor Thomas 8# jDow is designated as toe 
professor of natural and nation law# politics# his­
tory* philosophy of toe human mind* and political ©e en­
emy*® On July ?# ,182? at a meeting of th© faculty com­
prised of Br* wilmar* President# professors Frederick 
Campbell, Judge sempl©* Dr* P* E# Rogers* Thomas R* Bow* 
and Dabney' Browne* to© following resolution was passed*
%ee©lv0df that the Political Profes­
sor be permitted to open a course of Bee- 
turee on History during the ensuing session# 
one lecture per week* and that tola class 
shall not interfere^ with any of the regular 
classes in college# nor attendance on it be 
requisite for graduation* nor shall attend­
ance upon this ©lass be deemed a reason 
for not attending upon toe thro© regular 
©lassos' prescribed by to© statute of th©
4# Minutes of the Faculty (181? - 1829)# p» 842 
S# ibid* p# 8?4
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; visit02*8 pn Janpury 6th*. 1827«n M^ hooe 
war© thro© Junior classes*)
* \
fher© was some objection to tho organization of 
this class because a statement is added to tho above 
item that?
nWh© President and the' Professor of 
Hatural Philosophy request that their dis- 
sent should be recorded*1*®
to October 27* 1827 when the schedule for the 
^ensuing session41 mentioned in the foregoing quotation 
was drawn up by the faculty* no mention is made of his­
tory as such# professor Dewfs classes cam© under the 
heading of political law* On Bmreisber 5* 1827* however*
requests on the part of students to join a hi story class
» * * 
is mentioned# -Whether Professor Pew had several history
classes at that time is not certain from th© records#
& newspaper clipping found on page 305 of tho faculty
* * 4 * . * * 
minute book give a public notice of the °S0szd~&mua&
Examinations at the College of William and ilary f or
February 1828n * Who classes are stated with the names
of the students in each?
rtFeb* 16th - By Br* Bow* fhe class 
on history. - 8©o* Byrd* J# Henderson* M#
Bowers* E*. Shield* B* C# funstall* «f# B* 
$hoptttto*jv» iu seldon* J* Mingo, B« 1?*
Hoffatt#*7
nw »nftE**iiinnw *w »*w ». <iinwii.iii■
6* mnutoo of th© Faculty (181’? - 1829), p# 874 
7* lhid, p, SOS
Page 60*
' *• * i' t
fhu&# there were nine students taking this his** 
tory course* fhe only other mention of Professor Dew 
and his classes in this examination schedule is that on 
February 18th, when Sir* pew was scheduled to give an 
examination in political law# For this class eight 
students are named a© being on Its rollSeveral- quo©--, 
tions have arisen In the mind of the writer with regard 
to’ Hr# l>ew:*s history •classes# Was tho class for which, 
a mid-year examination was-scheduled, and which had . only,, 
nine students the regular class? fhon# was the class 
provided for at the faculty meting of July 7, 1827 a 
special class for which no examination was given? Or 
was tho notice of the examination intended to convoy the 
idea that all examinations for history were to be given 
on th© 16th of February and that the nine students named 
comprised tho whole wmfaor la the history classes? Did 
the class provided for July 7* 1827 bo com an experimen­
tal class in which he introduced and tested his own notes 
and lectures later found in his Manual on. Ancient and 
Modern History? Was this tho class that on February 27# 
1829 was scheduled to bo given from 8s30 to 9 o*clook on 
Tuesday* Thursday, and Saturday for the remainder of 
that session?^ this short period could not have boon a 
mistake on tee-’part of the faculty secretary since Hr*
8* Minutes of the Faculty <1817 - 1829)# p* 505 
9* Ibid* p* 579
pogo
S a a * c  olao© in m t a p h y o l a e  sao m b  S c ®  0  b o  10 o ’aloah 
on tho eoco.tfasre* Keeora booh© oro oonfnoinc cod oata* 
losuoo t o ®  th©  psrloG oro s&eateg# i f  ovor prlntocig ao 
t&QQG QUOGtlOnG bOOCEQ q ohbjoofc for epGGOlcftlcn*
I t  I s  o v t & a a t  that E'rofoecor So® wae b a lM ln g  ap 
a l ib r a r y  fe e  M e  ©lasso© in h is to r y  end pol2.t2.ool la®  
0110, oocmoay# Cm narofe 11, 1G23. tho faculty ninutes road*
^Eesalvod* that Books bo purohaooa for 
tho uoo of tho library by tho jpoepoetioo 
Professor© to tho foll«®i»s amounts »#.•»•
0T* 30® ®8&*80»*
®il© woe tho largoot a m  expended for booto by
tjft ' '•:
m g  m o  p p o t o Q B Q x *  on 6$tob&# 18SS mn mMomwo^mxt.
- f .
of tho olaeaeo then b o g l m l n g  included tho follooiias*
So® fcho ^Political Goureo0 to bo toagbt by Prafoocar 
Eon* h is to r y *  OGtaphy&iGG# natural end national loo, 
GOTOs>» 30Bit» and political oooncray. Sbo boats ona date- 
M o l uood woro to  bo fy b lo r*©  Hletogg. A E oioqt qg<a Hoaorn 
®at& tho p ro fo a co r*©  lo o fta ra a  thereon* and o r is ta a l loo- 
buro© m  e o t o m t s a o S h o  oasaninatiGn ©ohodulo for 
February 1030 Gitea profoacor Boo too psriodo —  coo m  
tho 10th f o r  tho “Sister!©©! Class® cn® ono an tho loth 
S o ® tho "PolUfcioal Qlaoo”#^3 M i intorootlnc ito m  appcaro
10* Minutes of the Faculty (1817 - 1829), p* 311 
11* Ibid* p* 345 
12# ibid* p* 372
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in th© faculty minutes for October 26, 1829, near tho be~ 
'ginning of the seasfon*#, : Tho item reads*
{|Hesolved that tho Be solution of tho ♦
7th Of July*, 1827 relative to tho Course 
of Historical lectures be rescinded*
Tho daily class schedule for the torm 1© stated 
on page 441 of the faculty record hook, hut strangely
r
enough bo further mention' is made of history* the phrase 
apolitical class** being used# Again the baffling ques­
tion ariseei dust what was taught in that course of lec­
tures between 1887 end October 1880 and what connection* 
if any, is there between that course and the development 
of Professor Dew* a Manual or Digest of Ancient and Modem
t«MiMnMiWWMMkatK tmiwiimmTS iM )' «f.Wi:p; nmmintr nw» <M>-t M M N W  < w . n i»u.i«»ftrti'n n «;i
■ Mr* Dew has been called a scholar* a m m  of great 
seal and unwearied in his application and attention, to 
M s  work*^ this applies to him as much aa a teacher as 
it did later to M s  work as president of the College* 
lot satisfied with tee test books or tee progress made 
by the students from these teste*. he prepared a Digest of
ff>rtf)HiwiCTr.iiftBiwM>iJiinw>wi im mmmn m immmm  win n» mm t \w  m m wtin*
# It should be kept in mind teat tee college opened 
in October during this period, and closed tee first 
part of July* usually the Fourth#
IS. Minutes of tee Faculty (1817 * 1829), p* 437
14# Bishop Meade, old Families and Churches of Virginia*VOl# I, P* 17T~* ****** :-rOT-^ r-«-t
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Anaionfc and Modern Batione to be used as a manual to
follow his lectures* Mother tho syllabus was printed 
privately or tho material copied by tho students is not 
entirely clear, since tho copies now in the College 
library were not printed until some years after llr# Dew*®
death* The preface states that it was prepared in- the
* r ' ■ ‘ * * x
form of lectures and was printed for tho use of his class 
but never published during his Xif©#2^
The ilanual as published contains two parts or 
volumes! the ancient history of eight chapters and the
modern history of nine chapters* Bven a cursory ©xam«
<■ * '**
ination of the volume will show wherein it differed ma­
terially from other early texts# It stresses definitely,
. ( M l * !  — i ••
as stated in the full title of th© volume, the laws, 
customs, manners, and institutions of nations ancient 
and modern*2^  There are no descriptions of battles nor 
of intrigues and political quarrels of rulers* In fact, 
his Ancient History deals with the social history of the
■mimmmmmmmmtmm- mvvmiwuii v
every-day life of the people —  teat they ate, how they 
prepared ibj their language| their moral's, their ideas 
on chronology, geography, and religion# He showed much
15* Thomas R* Dow*^Digest^of Ancient^and Modernisationsa
the session of 1036* See Minutes of the Faculty 
(1830 # 36), P* 237)
16* Thomas K# Dew, Digest of Ancient and Modern Bat ions* 
Title Page ~  'tn
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interest in toeeee and Borne, particularly Oroooe, bo 
that much '.of the volume ‘is taken- up- with the literature, 
philosophy, history, drama,' and eloquence of 02*00003 hut 
he draws oonpartBonB and contrasts with those of Borne*
The material has been arranged in th© form of questions 
and answers* At the beginning, both are simple ass
n(that were) Divisions of land in 
Egypt*
,?§he principal portion belonged 
to the terse ruling castes, kings, 
priests, and soldiers#***7
As-the study pregreases, the statement for die* 
onsalen "Exemplification of the maladministration of 
Justice in Athens by the pleadings of the lawyers?"3-8 
is 'followed by explanatory material covering several, 
pages#- loth.fact, questions and thought questions are 
used and sow times a topical heading is given trader 
which sub^topios are stated as questions and then dis­
cussed* For instance* under the topical heading History* 
the sub-topics are written thus %
,fl* Early history of the Greeks?
2* Effect of Persian war on History?
3* ■Herodotus?•'
4* Thucydides?
5# Xenophon? „
6* Decline of history?"19
17# Thomas H» Dew,' ■Digest of -Ancient and Modern Hat Ions s
p# 18 M *
18* ibid# P* 182
19* ibid* Part I, p* 120
vm® 71*
tfclle' no teacher of history at the present time 
would bo likely to us© a manual .of fuoationa and answers* 
t h o  wflt02* of M s  paper has dwelt at some length on tMs 
work by Mr# Pew because it tends to show that for the 
time in which, he. lined*./lie was advanced and modem .in 
his teaching* .ho eliminated wars and battles for more 
useful material to the student* such as the customs and 
institutions of nations* I## Pew believed in progress 
within the subject on tho part of the student* so in the 
modern history the topics are developed in more detail* 
tho whole material being more difficult and advanced in 
treatment* He takes various phases of civilisation such 
as the feudal system* the Hoforimtlon* cities* or liter** 
aturo* and so avoids the chronological statement of 
facts and develops what in present day parlance could bo 
termed movements of history* periods of devolopmant* or 
even units*.
* Because Professor Dew taught both history end'. . 
political law and since the two are allied subjects* it 
will not be amiss to discuss M s  contribution in the 
field of'political economy* By 18B9 Mr* new evidently 
had become intensely interested in political economy*
It was* at least5 through his efforts that this subject 
received special and separate recognition at the College* 
In September of that' year'he had published in Hiohmohd 
his Beeturee on the. Eestrtettve System* As stated in
tagem*/
the preface*- -a-psae. of these lectures or parts of them had 
been given already to his class* others wore written 
hut found too. long to.'be delivered to the senior class 
unless they could he used in published form* According 
ly*. a volume of one hundred ninety-five pages* divided 
into ten lectures with additional pages for explanations 
and argument was prepared and printed not only for the 
senior political class* hut for the public * In the lec­
tures he uphold the free, trade argument using as refer* 
enoes such outstanding works of that time as Smith*s 
Wealth of nations* Say* a INslittpal Economy» Slcardo^ 
Political Economy* MoOullook^s Outlines* Tracy8 s Folit*
u m w m  mmim minxmmin'ii v \ M  » miritnrjim w m m m m m m * *  • *ww<i>wi)i.it»w,>*iinMiMir* uni ** v  m m t m n m m m m v n
on
to el Economy* and also government statistics and reports# 
Professor Dew was convinced of the error in our restric­
tive system or tariff policy and was disturbed because 
tariff was becoming such an issue so olosely identified 
with political parties* He had* no doubt* followed tho 
tariff movement closely and was as disturbed over the 
tariff of 1828 as were many others* He does not, however, 
deal with the constitutional question Involved, but con** 
fines himself to the different systems of political econ­
omy * theories of the reetriotionisbs, injustices of a 
restrictive system* experiences of other countries* and 
the reasons for the adoption of such a course of action*
20* Thomas K* Dew, Lectures on the Restrictive System#
See preface and footnote refer one e¥#
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Bo himself stated?.
*Z have wished as far a© posefbl© 
to avoid mingling' la too politics of to© 
day, toeing. ©onvinaed that It 1© to® great 
duty of a professor to i&ewio&t© upon tho 
rated of to® student those gonoral prin* 
alploe along vhloh Bay form to© toagie of . 
futur® opinions and S0ti«n»*,,«*
it has boon said, however, that these laofeurea 
though not etrescing goTOPruaont and oonstltuticnal quae*... 
felons, had ouoh influence in bringing about to® tariff 
oh®B0®8 of 1838 » as#®®. . , '
hiving In a sferiofcly agricultural region in fir* 
ginia, ho not only realised that disastrous .results 
.sight folio® too Ejueh profeaofcton far too manufacturers# 
tout ho t s m n m  tsteneely eonoerned about to© quosfcion of 
slavery# He was deeldsdly pro*slavery to hlo sonftinonfes 
and in his arguments# He was ably sooondsd by 11» Bovorly 
Busker ah© m m  professor of la* and police,2® In 1838 
ir* Bow published In Rlohiaeaad a Review ^f too Debate la 
the Virginia bogielstore ef 1831 ♦  38# She tew-mfcteg
31# 'f'homas ft# Bow, 
preface
33* Broadus Mifechsll, ”ihoiaa8 8# BOW*#
American Siogrophy, Vol. V# p» 200 7
25. Beverly fuakor# “Bet© to Blaokofeonsia Cossnjosifcarlos'', 
Southern M t e g M y  Messenger, Vol, I B January 180®,
fogs 74*
tooay at that session debated vigorously on the question 
of abolishing slavery in Virginia# The Review beoaae 
well known ana was put in a volume of Southern essays 
under the title Pro~3laver.v Argument* It was printed 
in two editions, 185S and 1863# some years after a** 
pew1 a death# Of tho four hundred ninety pages In this 
volume of few essays# Ifir* Dew*8 cover© two hundred 
three pages*84 in M s  review of the slavery question 
as debated by the legislators, he takes up thoir argu** 
meats, fox* abolition and refutes them, largely by siting, 
conditions found in other countries in the past# He 
assumed the historical point of view# tracing the origin 
of slavery, and causes thereof in general# then explain** 
'ing tho introduction of slavery into the colonies# He 
cites such references as Tacitus* Milford*g Oreooe* 
Plutarch *s Divesa Aristotle*© Politics# Halloa*© Middle 
Agee* Boberfc©oh*s Charles t* and fucker1© Blackstone 
Various plans of abolition are then taken up# each one 
shown by Dew*a eloquence to be fallacious! ■•*«* emanolpa~ 
tion and deportation were inadequate and could only com** 
plicate conditions in the South! as to the- statement that 
slavery la ^unfavorable to a republican spirit” he argues 
that history will not bear out the statement since ”li«*
84# Harper# Hammond# Simms* and Dew# She Fro~»siavery 
Argument
25* ibid* p* 501* 505* 306* 313* 310
• • Pas©76.
berty glowed with most intensity" in Greece and Romo
, i « »
where slaves were most numerous^6
The assay reflects; thought and research and hss~ 
■boon credited -with very great influence to restraining 
the firginia legislature from voting for abolition to 
the 18^0*e* Mr*. Dew has been spoken of as an ^economist" 
but It seems to this writer that he has the spirit and 
touch of the historian* well read to the economic and 
social problems of nations* it is true* hut still the 
historian rather than the economist* An article to the 
Southern hi ter any Messenger entitled f,The Duty of South- 
ern Author©11 concerning the question of slavery* states 
this writer*© opinions
MWhat is the character of the book?
[Dew1 sj It is an examination of slavery 
as we find It existing to the nations of 
antiquity* It Justifies slavery by show­
ing precedents* by an appeal to the au­
thority of the past* A Hew Bnglandor or 
an Englishman may learn from Dew what 
slavery was among the ancients* but he 
will not learn -enough from that book to
tnotify and defend the modern institu- ion#«Sf
The state had always rather looked to tho College 
of William and Mary for influence and ideas# In a s sum—
26. Harper, Hammond. Slums, and Sew, The pro- 
Argument, p. 46l -------
27. "The Duty of southern Authors", Southern 
Meosenaer. Voi. 23, October 18567'p»"545
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ing responsibility#. in taking ah -active. interest la the
economic problems of the Bouth which of tea became th©
of Ms worth and of M s  services* he was appointed the 
first lay president of th© College in 1836 to succeed 
the Rev* Mas h  Empi© who accepted a ©all to St* Barnes 
Church* Rietocnd#^
might he well to summarise the main facts with regard to 
the College at that time as stated in the bulletin for 
1837; and ■ entitled laws and Regulations of the College of
fhe Society | or faculty * included President Dew* 
Professor.of Moral and Political- Philosophy$:Robert 
Sawa&ctrs# professor of Mathematics^  Jno* Millington* 
Professor of Chemistry and Satural Philosophy £ Beverly 
fucker* Professor of Daw* and Dabney Browne* professor 
of Humanity*
In th© resolutions of th© Visitors* no mention 
of history as'a specific ©hair or department was made
88& ~-*-1—  families of Virgin!
h^is reprint of the, Daws and .Regulations of 1837 is 
the. first since 1817“n3w ISPthf©"CBflegi'":i*IBraryrtrand 
so Is of more than usual interest*
political issues of the day# Mr* hew rendered good ser* 
vice to th© College and to the state# in recognition
Before .discussing the presidency of Mr* Dew it
William anfl Mary - 1837»*
3?ag© 77*
but it was listed with a group of other subjects to bo 
taught t
^fhe Professor of Moral and politi­
cal Philosophy shall deliver lectures tm 
Moral philosophy» Rhetoric and Belles 
Lottres, Logic, and the Philosophy of 
Orammar, Political Economy* Metaphysics, 
Government and History#*60
All thus must haw boon no slsplo task for Mr*
«
Lew who had In addition to tho professorship of moral 
and political philosophy the duties of tho president*
It la well* perhaps* that he was ^sealous” and nun- 
wearied”#
fwo other provisions were made by the Visitors 
at this time that had some significance in connection 
with history* The professor of law was to give lee* 
tures on the history and principles of tho Constitutions 
of Virginia and of the United States as well as on nat­
ural and national law and government* $he professor of 
humanity was to teach* besides 0reok and Latin* heathen 
Mythology* Greek and Homan Antiquities* and geography#
AS a degree could be obtained in two years, the courses 
were divided into the junior and tho senior groups* It 
will not be necessary here to mention any classes except 
those in which history is found# It should be noted . 
that before becoming president* Mr * Dew was professor of
30* Laws'and Regulations of the 0allege of William and
MUi iw w n w ^  W n w nmit'tnttmttfmmmmm*  huhmmii i> u r m  iw i « i n >r»«.-n mummr, ii i f . i i»aa—«n<wwr.mmi n 1< » r , i»nwuf)nary awEBov* p* n  ~
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history* metaphysics* and political law* When ho be- 
oame president, he became professor or moral and politi­
cal philosophy# ^h© morals class for the junior year 
ted besides rhetoric, logic* moral philosophy, and his­
tory - ancient and modern*^ for this class in history 
a manual of history# written by the professor who was 
Mr* Dew, formed the. text book# Except for such histori­
cal knowledge as may have been given by tho professor 
of law and the professor humanity, this course of an­
cient and modern history was the only history# as such# 
given*
A very interesting statement a© to courses re­
quired for an LU A* is given in this catalogue* there 
seems to he a decided stress on history# probably due 
to th© influence of Mr# Dew* Besides extra work in 
other courses, the candidate in his historical work 
should study Gillie*s Greece* Ferguson1© Rome* Siamondi*© 
Fall of the Roman Empire* Russell*© Constitutional His- 
tory of England* and the 'History of the United States*®
  ■« ■■ n n*!** <■ iiiiii»ii» ■* i w t a i W M w i M t t f c  ijw.MnWf > » n w m  mmmmctmmmmrn ■m m m m m m *****-
ftet Hr* Bow had. ambitious plans for the College 
is shown by the first address he gave a© president to 
the students at th© opening of tho College on Monday#
31# Laws and Regulations of the Oollege of William and
rtij iw iw.niiiiin! ~ ihi* i ' j W n W *»»iM 'ih i,i imwiijM w M'iwwiiim t m  niw»«w»iii i M w i>i m m r n s* mi> m n ' 1' . . i n w w - *  .i m w »lEary.TsSY, t>« 14 
32. ibid. p i  18
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October 19, 1836*^ fh© address# later printed at the 
request of the,' students, ■ brings :out several points with 
regard bo the'work contemplated* He encourages students 
who have not decided on their professions to take a 
general course* presumably of electives such as later . 
led to tee 1* P# degree# ..He explains that the classical 
course'with accompanying historical instruct ion on Greece 
and Rome was intended particularly for those who wished 
to teach# They must also be proficient In the junior 
mathematics* rhetoric, and historical courses* Degrees 
given were B* l»*t B* A#* 'ate 1# A* He speaks ..at length 
on the Independent department of law, and explains t oo 
that the recently established school of civil engineer­
ing was needed because of the demands in th© field of 
internal improvements* fhe professors were to give in­
troductory loo twos in their fields# open to all stu­
dents# so they could more intelligently select the 
courses they wished to take* In th© course of tee ad­
dress he saidi
”Owr scientific courses are as ex­
tensive as at any other institution in 
this country! and in one of them* the 
moral and political* is believed to be 
more extensive than any other institu­
tion known to us*”
$
33* teomas R*, Dew# nMte Address Delivered before the 
Students of William and Mary”* Southern Literary 
Heasenger* Vol* 11#, Bovenber ISBS^Tpp V8G1r - "Til"
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And again of tho subjects of history and govern- 
meat ho said?
nfho moral and the political studios 
are, tho most important of all ****** wo 
cannot ©scape their influence or oonnoo- 
Mon #♦***# fher© are no sciences Which 
require th© same full, fro© and generous 
exercise, of th© feelings of the heart as 
Morals and Politics*”^ *
that Mr* Dew was a close and serious student of
eonteisporary history and social trends is ©ertain*
Over twenty years before the struggle between the Berth
and South* M s  words seemed prophetic of changes teen * ■ »
as those same words are prophetic today?
% o  seem to have Arrived at one of 
those great periods in tee history of 
man# teen fearful and important changes 
are throat ©nod in the destiny of the 
world ****** Hover were tee opinion© of 
. the world, more unsettled and more clash­
ing than at this moment ****** . Monar­
chist s and democrats# conservative and 
radical, agrarians and aristocrats, 
slave holder and non slave holder are 
all now in the great field of conten­
tion* Wh&b will b© tee result of this 
awful conflict# none can say ***** fh© 
whole continent of Europe is agitated 
by the conflicts of opinion and prin­
ciples! and we are far# very far from 
that calm and quiet 'condition which 
betokens teg undoubted safety of the 
republic*n5S
34* Thomas R* Dew, i3Ab Address Delivered before the 
Students of William and Mary”* Southern Literary 
Messenger, Volf X.!/ Hovember i^BlTpT^QW"
38*-#ibid* p* ¥63
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$h© reoe&'dts of the faculty for tla© period of Hr®. ■ ■ ■ '■ i ■ • , '
Dot?8s p&esi&ency are ©omewh&t more illuminating them 
several of too others* There seem to be no catalogue 
in toe William and .Mary library between toe years 1807 
and 1858 so thet weekly proceedings of toe faculty are
very valuable# Where were both private and public
*
examinations at this time# toe. schedules of « M Oh ere 
often given* Mr* Dow soon divided M s  morals class 
mhloh included Mstory into a first and a second half* 
Where is no.explicit statement of toe subject© taught 
in each* but toe notice of public examinations to be 
given between June 26th and July 3rd in 1857 ©fate that
38toe second half of toe morals class was the historical#”
The proceedings of the tacuity for June 16* 1831 stated
that the Mstory class need not be given a public exam**
ination since the course had terminated at mid yea?* on
February S8nd*^ Bistory m  1831 was evidently a course
for half of the year# in 1837 the records state that
while history was an elective* a candidate for an !$* A#
degree too had not taken toe history of junior moral©
class for enc~half a year for hi© B» A* would bo ©xpee**
ted to complete that work before the M* A# degree could 
38 "be granted# in other words* this history* ancient 
and modern* was -an’elective except for those too wanted
36* Minutes of toe Faculty (1838 * 46}* j>* 77
37# Minutes of toe Faculty (1838 ** 36)* p* 98
38* Minutes of toe Faculty (1836 <* 46)* p# 145
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tho highest degree the College offered* For the session 
of 1830 - 40 the texts and references for Hr# Do?;1 s 
■ political, class wer% besides -Say*© Political Economy* 
also B©w*s Hesbnictiv© System and Hsury and 0©w*s Essay 
on Slavery*
M)W » n it -mmimmm* h#i»ji w  i mnmm  - '
*  9 •
Orations given at commencement by graduates 
selected by the facility sometimes showed the inspiration 
of history# in 1830 one of the orations was On the Ad- 
vantages arising from the atudy of History# A little 
later one was given On the Glory of Ancient Bo»©» ^  
Orations" given -to the Advantage of the Study of Anolent 
History and On the Moorish Invasion of Spain and Its B|v 
feet on Europe a ^  no, doubt, were given by students who 
had become Interested in history* It should he acknowl­
edged, however, that by far the greatest number of sub** 
|ects for orations came from th© field of government and 
law, the very fields in which William and Mary has shown 
her greatest influence*
From 1843 to 1846 tho same general schedule of 
work was used* in the daily schedules history is not 
mentioned, hut It seems to have boon continued as part 
of the |unlor moral class# 3Dhe term history is found
89* Mnutes of th© Faculty (1836 ■«* 46), p* 350 
40* Minutes of the Faculty (1830 * 36), p* 62
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on examination sohetlules for that time# »* Dow oon-
binned.to teach the’ junior morels -class in which history' 
was Included and th4 senior political class in which he 
taught political economy* His services in tho field of 
history wore'cut short'by his sudden death in Paris In 
the summer of 1846* A‘ general "estimate of the man is 
best expressed in the He solutions drawn up by the facul­
ty on Monday, October 12, 18461
nThe members of this faculty enter­
tain the liviliest recollections of the , 
virtues, and feel the deepest regret for 
the death of their friend and collogue,
Tb-®ma.B Ho Hew,- In whom It' wee difficult' ■ 
to decide whether his wisdom as a presi­
dent, his ability m  a professor, or M s  
excellence as a man was most to be ad-
- mired# ** 41
As before stated, President Bew taught the jun*- 
ior morals class which Included history and the senior , 
political class which Included political economy* Soon 
after his death tee Board of Visitors selected as his 
successor $£r* Go or go Frederick Holmes* His subjects 
were listed as history, political economy, and national 
law*^
Mr* Holmes was a m m  of varied experiences, and 
in many respects a most unusual person* Ho was bom at
. Minutes of the Faculty (1846 -,1888), p* 1 
42* ibia. p* 47
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Str©©brock* Dememerara, British Oiuana* on August 2, • 
1820* Mi©'father was ^ohn Henry Herndon Holmes, Judge- 
advocate of that colony § His mother was5 Mary Anno ; Pem­
berton* When only two years old he was taken by M s  
parents to England where he remained in the care of his 
grandfather* He m s  placed at school in Sunderland in 
the county of Burham* He entered the University of 
Durham. in 1836, where his excellence in his work was 
rewarded by a, prise scholarship* He remained at this 
university only one year teen, owing to a ml sunder s t end­
ing with his guardians, he was forced to leave M e  
studies and return to the Americas* He landed at Quebec 
in luly 183*7 and drifted about from Philadelphia through 
Georgia, Virginia, -and south Carolina* In 1842 he was 
admitted to the bar in- South Carolina, although he was 
not a naturalised eitiseir* Be seemed not to have cared 
for law, and soon began writing for magazines* Among 
these was the Southern Mterary Messenger* which brought 
M m  in contact with many of the leading m m  in the South* 
A scholar and author, h© never took an active part in 
political questions although his wife, EX1&& bavalett 
Floyd, came from a family which furnished two governors 
to the state of Virginia*
tn X84S Holmes was selected as professor of an-
Page 80#
cient languages at Hichmond C o lle g e *4 3  from there he 
Came to William and Mary* Mr# Holmes evidently was! not 
very happy at _ Willi am and Mary*- On January 22 $ 1840 he* 
presented hie resignation to' the faculty of the College 
in a letter covering three pages in the large record 
book# Ho gave many reasons for his intended withdrawal 
at th© end of tho session* He fait that there was no 
future for the College, but that ft would continue to 
decline rapidly* He .thought,-too* teat friction be­
tween the Visitors and tea faculty then, and would have 
in the future, an unfortunate effect on tee College* 
fh© financial condition, made him feel that there was no 
material advantage in remaining as a professor* Dis­
couragement- and irritation arc-expressed by th© very 
ton© of this letter*^- Mr* Holmes remained through tee 
session, but in the fall of 1848 he was chosen th© first 
president of the University of Mississippi#
Some improvement, however, had been made in the 
status of history at William and Mary at this time* *fh© 
Board of Visitors had decided that three years should be 
required for- the B* A* degree* tens changes -were re# 
qnired in the courses-* With regard to history, tho do#
48* s* C* Mitchell, ^George Frederick .Holmes# Dictionary 
of American Biography* VOX* IE* p* 184
44. Minutes of th© Faculty (1836 - 1888), p. 77
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01 Dim was i
®fhat in History, Political Economy* 
and national law then© . shall -be three 
classes, 'Ancient -History; Medieval and 
Modern History;’ and national haw and 
political Economy*^
the class schedule decided upon by the faculty 
for the history classes for the session of 184V - 48 
is as follows!
Ancient History' - Monday* Wednesday 
and fhursday 
Medieval and Modem History - Tues­
day, Thursday and Saturday11^
this Is the-first instance noted in the record© 
of the faculty in which ancient and modem history are 
 ^scheduled as distinct classes*
Mr.* Holmes was concerned about material for his 
classes and was in the habit of ordering books* Even 
though his intentions were to-" leave the college, he 
■must have taken ah .interest in' the-- students and their 
welfare* For the session of 184? - 48 he presented two 
bills to th© faculty* for books for M s  classes! one bill 
for $28: and one for $ 1 3 9 'fits writer ha© found no sum
48* Minutes of the Faculty (1836 * 1888), p* 49 
. 46* Ibid# p» 49 
4V* Ibid* P# 93
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larger than that spent by one professor in one year*
Since igr* Holmes continued wording in the field 
of history after leaving William and Mary, a sketeh of 
his activities may: not he amiss*. His stay at, the Uni­
versity of Mississippi was- very brief-* Being recalled 
to Virginia by illness in M s  family, be met with an ac­
cident in which he lost an eye* H© resigned his position, 
moved to southwest Virginia where be lived quietly, but 
continued writing articles artdr o sp^c^iocil»l3fu5t 
people*
t
In 1859 be was elected to the chair of history 
and literature at the university of Virginia* He con­
tinued bis eonneotlon with th© University until his 
death on Move&ber 4, 1897* In 1891 the University of 
Ibarham oonfened an honorary degree on the man who at 
seventeen had left its halls, so well known bad this 
wanderer become*
Mr* Holmes wrote several text books, among them
\
two in history#- His first on% & sohool History of the 
united States of America* . published in 1878, contained 
historical data from th© earliest discoveries to the 
year 1878* In 1889 M e  second history, Hew School His­
tory of the United States, was published,^ extending
48* B* 0* Swam, Bibliography of Virginia, Vol# 1, p*S67
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the material covered to the time of publication*
Mr# Holmes was a better lecturer and correspond­
ent than be was a writer of text books because, as a ' 
writer, be failed to- reflect bis interesting personality# 
t$r« Henry B* shepherd, a member of M s  class In 1860 *
61 at the University of Virginia, says that M s  finest 
work was found in his private correspondence* *818 
knowledge was of the rarest*, marvelous in the number 
of things he knew, and in the fascinating maimer in 
which he imparted.of M s  knowledge to others* "History 
was his forte, but his foible was omniscience#*^
: In; 1849''the teaching of Met cry at the College 
of William-, and, Mary was Intrusted to a -great nephew of 
George Washington# Henry A* Washington was born at Hay­
wood, Westmoreland County, on august 24, 1820* He was 
educated at the College of Hew Jersey, now Princeton 
University* there Is some difference of opinion as to 
what he m s  to teach at the College* A report of th© 
meeting of the Board of Visitors which appointed Mm, 
given in the'Virginia Historical Begister, states that 
he was to fill the chair of political economy and his­
tory#6** An account in Tyler * a quarterly and Gene gal ogical
49* H* S* shepherd, "Gearge Frederick Holmes*, library
of Southern hi ter attire# Vol* VI, p* 2487
50* Virginia Historical Beg^Ster, - Vol* XX, p* 57
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Maflaalne refers to him ae professor of natural philosophy 
and political economy, making no mention of history*51 
IKr# Washington was - a student - of both history .and politi­
cal economy* In. an. article written for the Southern 
Mterary Messenger in 3.848, while he was still living in ‘ 
Westmoreland County, he reviewed and commented on Mr* 
Hebert Held Hewisen*© Mi story of Virginia of which only 
the first of two volumes had been printed*' In this con­
nection he spoke highly of Mr.* Claries Ganpboll^s His- 
teyy of the Colony and Ancient Mominim of Virginia,# a 
history that same out about the same time* lot content 
with giving his estimate of these histories and histor­
ians, he concluded the article with M s  ideas on the 
spirit of philosophical history and on the social system 
in Virginia*6^
In January 1852, while teaching at William and 
liary* Hr* Washington delivered, a discourse before the 
Virginia Historical Association on the Constitution of 
1776* T&is discourse was both commended and criti­
cised In the Virginia Historical Register*^ When it 
was printed in November of the same year in the Smsthern
SI# "professors at William and Mary. College", Tyler*© 
Quarterly and Genealogical Hagagliie* Vol# if, Ho*
§2* H* A* Washington, '"The Social system of Virginia" 
Southern literary Messenger# Vol* XIV, pp* 66 - 80
53* Virginia Historical Register, Vol*- V* pp*' 107 - 110
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literary Messenger, It was'editorially described as/ 
"thoughtful and highly philosophical11 and the author him­
self' was' spoken' of' as "one of Virginia1 a finest scholars, 
and most earnest thinker
In the meantime, the manuscript papers of Thomae 
Jofferson which had been bequeathed to his grandson,
Thoms Jefferson Bandolph, had been purchased by the 
Federal Government and an Act of Congress had appropriated 
money for publishing these papers under a Joint Committee 
on the Library* To Hr* Washington was intrusted the re­
sponsibility of sorting and arranging these papers for 
publication* He states in the preface to Volume I that 
those papers were selected which seemed to be of public 
interest, had value as historical material, or embodied 
Jeffers on *s Mews upon a variety of subjects* Mr* 
Washington himself added only such notes as were absolute­
ly necessary, so nothing can be learned of his own per­
sonality or ideas through this valuable piece of work*
The first three volumes were published in 1853, the re­
mainder in 1854*
Mr* Washington continued his teaching at the Col­
lege ■ until 1857* Besides history and political, economy
54* H* A* Washington* "The Virginia Constitution of
1776", Southern Literary Magazine* Vol* 18, p* 657
55* H* A* Washington* Writings of Thoms Jefferson* 
Vol* 1, preface
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he also taught law for a short period from Judge Na­
thaniel Tucker*e death to the appointment of 0* p# sear- 
burgh to the professorship of law*56 Unfortunately the 
faculty records for the years 1850 to 1857 are very 
sketchy and meager as regards classes and subjects 
taught* Mrs Washington*e name Is often missing in these
records, since he was engaged before 1855 in compiling
•»
Jefferson1 a works, much of which had to be done with 
documents in Washington* Whether his classes were sus­
pended when he was absent or taught by other professors 
is not stated -in the records*^ In the catalogue for 
1855, a brief description of each course is given*
There were two classes, Junior and senior, the history 
courses being given in the first or Junior year* This 
history included ancient and modern, one-half session 
being given to each* Among the texts and references 
were the works of Hall am and Guiaot on the Middle Agesf 
Hume and Macaulay on English Hist cry f and Bancroft on 
the United States * fit addition to history, Mr* Washing­
ton, at this time, was teaching political economy and 
law of nations, each for one-half session*
Hr* Washington was married in Williamsburg on.
58* Virginia Oasett© and Eastern Virginia Advertiser* ’
^uly-t; i860-----  — ---- *--------------
57# Minutes of the Faculty (1849 - 1858)
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July 8$ 1852 to. Miss Cynthia Beverly, daughter of 
Honorable Nathaniel Beverly and Lucy Anne Tucker Beverly 
of Williamsburg* He severed M e  connection with the 
College itt.IS S V * 'A t the time of.hie death.on February 
280 1858, he was a clerk in the Treasury Department 
and was living In Washington*®
5 . ■' ■
Following Professor .Washington1©, departure,,.the 
professorship of history and political economy was ac­
cepted by Hebert j* Morrison, a man of whom very little 
is known* His home was In Richmond# In 1864 he mar­
ried HItty Heth| daughter of Archibald Morgan Harrison 
of "Oarysbrook% Fluvanna County* When hostilities 
broke out between the North and the South, he joined 
the army, becoming captain in the forces of the Conf©&<* 
erate State of America* Although Professor Morrison*a 
connection with the College was of brief duration, hie 
interest in it was outstanding. and must interesting In­
formation now in the: library was collected by him* 
Colonel B* S* BweXX. edited the first. general catalogue 
of the College. In I860* through the efforts of Hr* 
.Morrison this catalogue m s  enlarged and made- much more 
complete* He examined old statutes, laws, and regula­
tions for the College# collected information from old 
copies- of 'the' Virginia Gasette# read the records of the
58* Williamsburg Weekly Gazette, HaroU 10, 1868
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faculty and corresponded with many people to get fact© 
about the alumni*' As a result,, this catalogue which ho 
edited had-a fairly good list of professor a and what' 
they taught# lie list of alumni was ineoii^ lete, but the 
historical facts pertaining to the College have been 
used ever .since as a'basis tor such narratives# This 
catalogue' gave an aooounf of the oburses offered* The 
work 'was-divided Into three classes.—  Junior, middle, 
and senior* History and geography are among the studies 
provided feu* the middle or second year class* Wo de­
tails as,to the fields of history are given
Professor Morrison was an eye witness of tho des­
truction of the'dolleg© by fir© m  the eighth of Febru­
ary, 1859#. and wrote the best description' extant on' that
.» gA • ■ v . „/ ■ ».
catastrophe* When the College reopened on October 13, 
I860, he read a paper before the faculty summarising the 
activities and calamities of the College*6^ He was a 
keen observer, interested in every detail pertaining to 
the .College* Upoh close examination of the foundations 
walls after th© fire in 1859, he decided that they were
9uu^ral Catalogue..of 1859 fed*) B* J# Morrison
60* H* §* Morrison, "Memoranda Relating to the College11, 
William' andMary Quarterly* Vol* m  (1) April# 1910 
p# S3o -  281
61* "Extracts 'from'-Minutes of'the''Faculty, November' 2% 
1859"* William and Mary Quarterly# Vol* 3 (0) Octo­
ber ^
a p m t  o f  th© original walls and so concluded that th© 
building had, always, stood on this same sit©, and only 
rebuilt after the fire of 1708*
In May 1861 ©lasses were suspended at the College 
because hostilities on th© peninsula mad© work impos­
sible# professor Morrison at that time taught moral and 
mental philosophy and history*; * When Colonel 3*. S# 
Ewell, president of the College, mad© his report to th© 
Visitors and Governors on July S* 1860, he announced th© 
death of professor Morrison as having taken place in th© 
summer of 1361# Colonel Ewell spoke, of .Him as a pro­
fessor devoted to the College, "jealous and earnest" in 
His labors,: "whose worth and ability were recognised 
and acknowledged by all with whom he was officially 
o onnectod"
62*- Col*-8*-8*;Ewell,' "The College in the Years 1861
I860", William and Mary Quarterly, • Vol* • 5 (2) Octo­
ber 1928*7 pp* “S S o " '
63*- ibid* p# 222
Chapter v.
®hi* study tea att©spied to give in ebronelogiool 
form sueh information as io extant with regard to M o *  
Cory at«3 tosohors of history at tho college of William 
and tery* fhe preceding chapters have dealt with this 
toplo from th® founding of th® College to the suspension 
of its work in 1061, at tho outbreak of hostilities be­
tween the lopth and the death# M e  ©hGpter will first 
ewszmtm tho early status of history at William and 
Gary in eoHsparleon with that found in Harvard and falee 
then the gaps in the narrative will bo filled, as far 
as possible, by records from tho sollogo laws, roguia- 
tiona, and catalogues# Oeeause raueh recent material is 
extant, the ahreniol® itself ends with 1861* However, 
einoe later catalogues give some important otengos, the 
euaaary will give the situation with rogard to history 
to 1991 * 38,
ifntil the session of 1931 * 03, history at Wil­
liam and tefy, although taught as early or earlier than 
at Harvard or fnle, ted no absolutely independent status* 
Ste professor teaching this subj sat always ted tho ro®
spcneibility of other branches of looming and these 
often has preasdo&ow* 3?ho fact that history bad no 
distinct professorship (although writers tmm spoltcso of 
tho early chair of history at William and E®yJ often 
resulted la tho oraioeiea of this subject to college ro- 
oorSe and catalogues* Being subordinate to* op aomtolnod 
with* othop oouraee m  subjects, It was loft to tho pro- 
foooop to arrange for «moh history oa ho could* fposa 
tlsso to tine* Include in longuages, English, moral phi­
losophy, political oooEomy, or the law of nations, Thooo 
varioue cOKtoinationo and Gutoorainaticne to whioh hlotory 
wo a subjected will too noted to tho following pages,
fhe diaotieaion of the thro© earliest colonial 
colleges * Harvard# Yalo# and Wiliiaxn and Hary - has 
shown that their eurrloula were aliho to all ©soontinl 
respects# History as such wee notable far its absence 
to all those institutions until after the liovolutimary 
War, dll* no doubt, taught lemon and Grecian antiqui­
ties to omneotiaa with hatin and Greek. Eeligioos 
training tod the teaching of theology inspired like wise 
the study Of .historical backgrounds # She throe institu­
tion© m m  carefully fulfilling the demands of the tra­
ditional curricula of tho feims, fh© year 197© marto the 
point of departure of William and fisry from tho traditions 
of tho past# ®h® ccm^iote and revolutionary change
ta®e W #
Brought atooat toy Shomoto Jefferson and Bishop nadiaon in 
that year oaused William and Hary ton toe Known at mat 
time as a university* Between IT f® and 2.003. courses to 
I m  and police, medicine m &  anatomy, modern languagoe, 
political eccnoisy, lav of nature ana aationo, natural 
history, end fine arts woro substituted for too tradi­
tional olessloe and divinity. Harvard and Yolo canfcin- 
nod their old typo of curricula Into too ninoteonto cen­
tury, tolls Gilliam end Kary beocuao what m ight toe celled 
at present m  experimental school*
History and geography entered toe curriculum at 
Gilliam an8 Uary to 1803 under toe guidance of louts Hue 
Oirerdin too served until 2003* So was, however, also 
professor of modern languages* Whether or not the sub­
ject was dropp > not certain*
are missing*
 oacaiogueBj and notices to toe nouope»ors
wore meager, often toeing confined to a statement a t  toe 
opening day* In lilt, however, tho Board of visitors 
announced that tho philosophy of history was to too 
taught toy !»•* John A. smith, then sleeted president of 
too College,®
to toe pamphlet entitled fha Officers* statutes*
2* see Virginia Argus for Septestoer id, 1809
0# Prom Pally Hationai toteill&snaer* Washington, sept*
30, laH ItTWxxlara anT'aary aialcerig* Vol« 14, p. 20Q
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•* roprin*
boC in Philadelphia toSP tho ”"i!hlvoyaS.fcyf> la 1017 by 
Ma s  Fry «* fchoro is no speeiffo prevision for history 
except that under tho regulations for degrees thie state- 
nont ie found?
"For the degree of Bachelor of Ban 
the Student mast have the requisites for 
Bachelor of Arts a j toe must moreover too 
well acquainted with civil History* tooth 
Ancient end Modem* and particularly 
with i&rololpal haw end Polio©. "«
provision wee tseac for three classes « first* or 
froehmanj saoond* m  Junior* and third* or eosior. taio 
subjects under igtloh history or contain phases of it 
could bo taught ore moral philosophy in * tho first year* 
law of nations in the second year# and political ooonoiay 
in the third year.
from 1831 to 1833 there ere definite records 
that English and American history were taught toy the 
Fiovoroad Reuel Keith who was also professor of the ton* 
manities#
From 4687 to 1630 the records of tho faculty4 
Show that history* political economy* and the 1 m  of na~
3« Pamphlet «• Officers. Statutes and Charter of the del*
*•“• * ^ J -i- -1-y * ffij>yr" 1SLVI n « 138 '**'
4t# Einutsc of the Faculty (1617 « 1630-)* p* 043
time wore frefesaor i@t« to thm periei from.
1836 to  1846 t ile ta rs r . was m ®  o f the aehjeeta taught «**•
€sr s m l  pi&loeephp^ n »  professor hew* a department*
g^efeaeaw Saimaa from 1848 to 1848 m M m % m  
elaaaea to  M efe^i^  polltle& X mmmg-p me. national %m$
tab fro m  1840 to  1838 M a to r f*  natura l p M ie a o p lif*  ena 
political eoattooigr eotmt&tutotii one' ©hair# of Wh&eh Pro* 
foeocp WaaM13gto.fi too tho hoa£*
to W m  oaiM^iae for 1883# tho first general oat** 
slogne# the somMmtien taught m s  Motor?* political 
m m m w t  m &  international law* At this tirss ttsere toto 
too eleesoe » J eat or m e  senior ** etooe only two ^#arsf 
worfc was re#uire6 for grs&uafc ion# History waa taught tn 
tho Junior or f i r s t  fo a ri ahoieat M atorp  in  the f a l l  
tom and modern Motors m  the spring tom# She senior 
ecmree tnoludeA political ooone*^ &n4 tho law of nations 
or totorh&tioBal Irtr#^  frefoeeer Washington taught hath 
eoeraee#
to the oatalogoe* of 1888 an£ 18S7 * tho only
otmmgo is to one item wfcloh glues ometitofcio&ol low to* 
atoai. of f&ternatioael law#
lo oetalogoe it eactwt to the William an6 thrjr
a M  EegillAtioao of the Oellogo nt. William an#P# ”f4LWmwBW ^  ■ ■ . .,- *•#* " K ^ m *  «"****
8# Catalogue :ef 1883# p*.M * MT
Pag© 100*.
Library from VSttift tmtil LSSf chon a * rather f all, an# ooj!***
Plata general ©atalogue to a issued « toother ©hang© bad ■ 
taken pl&ee tn the ©Liaaifieatioa of stodonto* Wisra© • 
years of work wore repaired* deeltfmted ast Jwnior 
| fir at year}* laiddl© taeocsid year}* and sealer (third 
year}* 1# Matory m e  preaeribed for the Jwnior elasa*
r
t h o  ©rook and Latin ©uhjeete* perhaps* eootritmtlng some 
hlaterleai informatlm# W e  the middle elaoa to© assigned 
hi atopy (a&oteat) and g o o g r a ^ y *  Modern history was of * 
forod in ecwjraefciea with political oae&assy and eeaatl* 
t u t i o m l  law fas? the eanler elaas*^ profoeoor m m e & m m  
©ontimod tn charge of tlie Motory* political mmorng^ ■ 
and gomranmt from ISOS until tho ©©liege eacpoadod it© 
activities in isai#
Be farther ©hang© m o  made tmbil 1SW0 when an*# 
other ol&asifie&tiet! m s  caad© by which each course ©f<*
fere# was tearo as a, department* Latin forme# one ■<$.#** 
partrxuifc* ©rook another* Fraxsoh a third* ate* Be sap#* 
arete department was provided for history* however* to*# 
stead* it was aemblhod with l&agTOgas*. Wo rrofoooor 
Thoma© p« £ncondllah was' a&aigfted Latin* £rooeh* and 
Bomn and fronoh hlatoryi ■ for fr©feasor L# 8« Charts® 
tho asalgft&ont was draek* derman* and Srocian and ©or* 
Msw history* Liddell*© El story M l S S E  was to ho tomtit
7* Catalogue ’©f'lMt* p# 100
Poe© loi#:
•ia fc&o Intorooaaafce*' onC a c n X o v  ycero of tatin* Snith’a 
Motors- of Orooo© wao requires tn  th© jonier owl Inter* 
tsoOtoto ©ioasoe to tho <$r©©l£ r£ l \o  em m . I©
tsm© of th© ftef^ &rtmont ■ of Froaati and th&t of OoKaoa# 
Promoti Mstorf' anO Itterafcwe 0©Mati ttoorator© 
tier© glwon for thoee a-toeaoo m&pmtlmlf*® Aotoo from 
thio# no p r o m  ot on m o  made for M o t o r ‘ it n£($it havo 
%0o» taught to tho doparfcmcmt of ©oral phttoaoph^ otnoo 
o&tthe* pelfttieei Moneetqr ooaatitoMoaal law ar© 
moatfois©#.*
la 1874 n© &€sitl<m mm md© of- Motors eo&ept to 
QOBj&ootton with ossoiont and mo&m?n It wa©
apoo lf t o a l ly  e ta te a * tMnever* th a t S daoeU ** BiofrMpr ©f 
homo as&S Smith1© of <||s^ ©© aiaoatd ho taught with
tt»eoo roopoofciv© subjo©to ana th a t Fr©na& M s&or^ to  
gtmm la the Mate* Prsmh ©toe©* Whether or not aodorn 
tklatery was tau#ifc to- tho moral ijMIoso r^ aoportmont I© 
siot atatod* Wt*<m W*74 to ISSI the Information to imrf 
izseagor*
From ISS1 to I8S8 the Oc&Ieg© m s imottoo* to 
s©pt©Eh©r MSS 4 eata&ogu© was iamioO for fclto now or** 
g&aisati&a of the ©olloga than unaortalsoa* & man oos^  
Mfistloa appoarod to wMoh Motors and fngMeti fonsod
° Slie teva "intoreaefilGto" ie aaoe hero in plcco of 
tho torn “aiMls** used in 1069*
0* Gatalosao of 1870# p« 14© * IS©
Paco 109#
ono dopsrtEont* Sr* 3 * X.oaelS.0 Sail, ProfooQor of Qag- 
lioh end Bistort# taught both ©ate'Jeete* Sho College now 
added a  department of Mucafcloa for prepariag toaohors 
for tho public sehoole of Virginia# State students wospo 
required to study.general history# American history# and 
Virginia history# this is tho first appearono© of Vir­
ginia history in tho ourriouluai* The year 138S carlie 
tho beginning of a separate sohool for history, as for 
as tho oafcalogu© description ie oonoornod# hat it should 
bo noted that tho oubjoot is still taught by the pro­
fessor of English# She t o m  "School of History and Po­
litical Science”# although used, is ocaoehat misleading 
as to history becauao the word "history", at 'tinea, has 
not been Included in faculty and catalogue descriptions 
of ooureee#
la 1S®0 three courses of hietory - Virginia, 
American# and general - ©ere required for a  toaster*s 
certificate free tho College# Fear, courses ©ore ro- 
quirod for a B» A* degree# and six for a  II# A* degrees.
For ten years the samo arrangement of a "school 
of History" in the department of English ossa history 
continued# In 1899# hoaswer# os the nusbor of alassoo ■ 
had increased# Virginia history and Ataoriean Msfceay 
©or© placed in tho department of political ooeooay and
Wmrn WS*
awl, of ttiioh JDr* h fm  u» fsrtor mss tho hood#'
titoatorol history wao -all 3.1 retained uedor tho aid ol&eol* 
t t o a t t o n to so?* latl*s dop^t&ont*
fat oopa foara few cftt&xigeo wore aado to too 
eoo*o©o offered i M  if* ffler and Hr* Sail oa&duotod 
too history too twos until ii§0# At toot ttao to® pro** 
foaaota of foreign tongiifstea # it# Oharloo Edward Slthep 
of Pronto and dowasi* atti ir# waiter At lonbgomrF of 
©roofe and Satin ** began to aaaist in toMhtog too til a** 
tcay partatotos to thei* field©# fh&a errfisagonont to©*** 
tod f ®  ©air a few pooro# to MOB'-dll Matorf ooutsaa 
wet© glwa br it* Cornea doototol WitoaB# Aaeoelato Pro­
fessor of togMto* and fit# fftor who was siltl head of 
toe dopartcesit of political aoieaoe <md ©oeaosai©©*
t o  to e  aaaofon o f  1918 f  f t r *  f r i e r  mo to n g o r 
tough* the conroe to Amertoim feiotwy toioh he had to# 
botoea fat aomrsl pooto to M e  doptftoQ&t# fh© oouroea 
to histerr thus b m & m  t^mxp$ d tg&or emir one hooding* 
but the history professor# Hr* Wilson me referred to 
to too oobotog&od a© Aeaeoiot© professor of St^lla3t#©# 
it weald not he aorroot* omn at this ttae# to steals of 
Matorjr aa an. independent department*
■ Ftoalif t to 1010 toe Oolloge dioovood hiotcoqr
fro® English and added* to It a .facility an AOGOolafco pro-
Pago 19#*
teaser of History mM politiool Science* Br* Blahsrd X*® 
Eertea* ffeio new errfmgoaont' lasted only two years*
In MSI Br* Horten boosmo the first professor of Mebarjr
/
to the College# end th& heed of the Metery departemt 
then created* flrns* two hua&sod gears after IMgh dones 
had odvaaated a aha ir of hist err in the OeUoge of eii# 
IIaa im& Hary * that shall? was established*
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Vita
Elementary education in tho public schools of Gttertail 
County* Minnesota
Graduated from Woman * s College, Richmond, Virginia in 1907
Studied at university of -Virginia summer School
Received degree' of B# A#, College of William and Mary in 
19B5
leashing positions held?
Batin and English, Amelia High school, Amelia 
County# Virginia 
Batin and Mueio, Burkeville High School, Hotto- 
way County, Virginia
Principal of?
rmmhartoh School, Henrico County, Virginia 
Amelia High School, Amelia County, Virginia
Present positlent
Supervising teacher in History and Social 
'. science, 1?he Matthew Whaley School, 
Williamsburg, Virginia
Scholastic Honorst
Phi Beta E&ppa 
Phi Kappa Phi 
Pi Gamma Mu 
Eappa Delta Pi
